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Riots subdued, city curfew lifted 
By lames Hannah 
U-WIRE 
CINCINNATI — Promising lo 
make police more accountable, 
the mayor lifted a citywide cur- 
few Monday thai helped end 
days of rioting over the police 
shooting of an unarmed black 
man. 
"Now that the disturbances 
have subsided, they must never 
occur again," Mayor Charles 
Luken said. "We have an oppor- 
tunity for a new Cincinnati." 
However, the mayor did not lift 
the state of emergency, which 
allows him to impose curfews 
and other restrictions. 
The 8 p.m.-to-6 am curfew 
was imposed Thursday after 
three nights of arson, looting, 
attacks on white motorists and 
clashes with police. 
Dozens of people were injured, 
more than 800 were arrested and 
arson damage was put at more 
than $200,000 in the worst racial 
unrest in Cincinnati since the 
1968 assassination of Martin 
Luther King |r. 
The streets were mostly quiet 
over the weekend, and city offi- 
cials had hoped to lift the curfew 
because it was hurting business- 
es. The curfew was scaled back to 
11 p.m. Sunday to allow more 
time for Easter celebrations. 
loining Luken at a news con- 
ference were religious, business 
and community leaders who 
have been discussing ways to 
address underlying causes of the 
violence. 
"If we put our heads back in the 
sand, that sand will once again 
grow hot with rage. The opportu- 
nity will be lost," said Ross love, 
speaking on behalf of black com- 
munity leaders. 
The Rev. Damon Lynch, a black 
clergyman, said the city's black 
youths do not know how to chan- 
nel their anger. "They just feel like 
nobody's  listening,"  he  said. 
"Their anger is not just at officers, 
but their own black leadership. 
The feeling is we're not listening 
and we have to turn that around." 
Luken said he will appoint a 
commission to look into solu- 
tions. Unlike previous groups, he 
said, the panel will be able to 
oversee implementation of its 
plans. That would require City 
Council approval. 
The City Council planned to 
meet Tuesday to discuss 
demands by black leaders for a 
city ordinance allowing officials 
to bypass Cincinnati police offi- 
cers and firefighters when hiring 
new chiefs. 
The city charter requires chiefs 
to be promoted from the ranks, 
but black leaders say that perpet- 
uates problems The 1,000-mem- 
ber police force is 28 percent 
black; the city of 311,000 is 43 per- 
cent black. 
Cincinnati was sued last 
month by citizen groups who 
LEFT IN SHAMBLES: Missy Lynn 
was vandalized by demonstrators 
accused the police department of 
failing to end 30 years of police 
harassment of blacks. 
The flash point for the protests 
was the fatal April 7shooting of 
Timothv Thomas, 19, as he fled 
Associated Press Photo 
and Gene Goldschmidt stand outside their store, in Cincinnati, that 
protesting the police shooting of an unarmed black man. 
from officers trying to arrest him     was placed on paid administra- 
on 14 warrants, mosUy for traffic 
offenses. 
The FBI, police and the county 
prosecutor are investigating the 
shooting by Officer Stephen 
Roach, who is white. Roach, 27, 
tive leave. 
Fifteen blacks and no whites 
have died in confrontations with 
police since 1995, four of them 
since November. 
Council 
considers 
curbs 
By Ionian Fouts 
CI IT RE PORIC R 
Citizens filled city council's 
meeting room Monday night to 
voice their concern with a 
planned sewer project. 
Residents of South Grove and 
Sand Ridge roads requested that 
the city install curbs as part of the 
sewer and water line work along 
those streets. 
Thomas Gerken of South Grove 
road said residents want curbs 
because of water damage to the 
roads and sidewalks. 
"About a week ago, after a tor- 
renrial downpour, the road was 
not a road-it was a river," Gerken 
said. 
Current plans leave the side- 
walks exposed to water infiltra- 
tion, which freezes and causes the 
sidewalks to crack, he said. 
William Blair, director of public 
works, said curbs are not planned 
because the streets do not have 
storm sewers, a prerequisite for 
installation of roadside curbs. 
In order to place curbs, it would 
be necessary to lower the roads by 
removing their bases, Blair said. It 
would cost at least $45,000 to 
install curbs, in addition to the 
price of the sewer project. 
But Gerken later said that, with- 
out protection from weather, 
sidewalks would have to be 
replaced when damaged. 
"You have to pay for everything 
eventually ... When you make a 
mistake in planning you pay for it 
later." 
Public Works will investigate 
residents' requests and present a 
report at the May 7 City Council 
meeting. 
Later in the meeting Second 
Ward council member Patrick Ng 
requested a vote on approval of 
supplemental funding for city 
expenses for the rest of the year. 
But before the council voted. 
Ng asked logn Fawcett, director of 
the Heritage 2000 project, about 
the project's designer. EG&G 
Contracting. 
Ng recalled that at a recent pub- 
lic meeting to discuss Heritage 
2000's progress, EG&G reported 
that the project is 50 percent 
done. Ng said he doesn't want to 
pay the contractor for more than 
the work they have completed, 
and doesn't want the project to go 
over its $6 million budget. 
Ng said he will work with 
Fawcett to keep a close eye on 
how Heritage 2000 proceeds. 
Bowling Green Concert | II. sludciils wailed in line lor more than six hours. 
WAITING PATIENTLY: 
t' Loyal fans began stand- 
ing in line at 1:30p.m., 
in 40-degree weather, 
for tickets to The Roots 
and Run DMC concert. 
Tickets went on sale at 
9:00 p.m. last night. Top 
■j Left: A crowd of more 
than 100 University stu- 
dents had already 
begun to line up at 6 
p.m. in hopes of gaining 
a ticket to the concert. 
Top Right: Garrett 
Wheeler studies for his 
Biology test to pass the 
five hours he waited. 
Left: Some fans break- 
danced to keep warm 
and to entertain others. 
romRndBGNws 
USG 
approves 
new fall 
calendar 
By Chuck Soder 
USG REPORTER 
Members of Undergraduate 
Student Government passed a 
revised version of an earlier bill 
that asks the administration to 
make fall semester begin and end 
a week early on years when the 
last day of finals falls later than 
December 20. 
The changes proposed last 
night, should the administration 
adopt them, would not go into 
effect until 2006, according to the 
bill. The original bill, which USG 
voted down on April 2, suggested 
that changes go into effect imme- 
diately. 
Most students who contacted 
USG opposed the original bill 
because such immediate changes 
in their summer schedules did 
not give them enough time to 
renegotiate contracts with land- 
lords and employers, according to 
Brian Saxton. one of the revised 
bill's authors. 
Other than the time of imple- 
mentation, the original and 
revised version of the bill have the 
same goal: to allow students more 
time to prepare for the holiday 
season. 
Not only was the bill passed 
unanimously, but it also received 
support from Ron Lancaster, chair 
of the Computer Science depart- 
ment, who helped create the cal- 
endar system the University uses 
USG, PAGE 5 
Oil companies spill into poor areas 
By Amy Nicotettj 
ENVIRONMENT  REPORTER 
People in the Niger Delta in 
Nigeria are losing their villages 
and their lives because of the 
environmental racism of multi- 
national oil companies. 
Environmental racism is the 
practice of large companies 
moving into poor communities 
that are unable to fight the 
destruction and pollution of 
their land. 
Two speakers adressed these 
subjects last night at the 
University, Nigerian environ- 
mental activist Annie Brisibe and 
Carwill    James    of    Project 
Underground. 
According to Brisibe, a leader 
in the stuggle against the oil 
industry's destruction of the 
Niger Delta, entire communities 
have been destroyed and thou- 
sands killed by soldiers. 
Brisibe said the corporations 
have destroyed the culture of the 
Niger Delta "We can do without 
oil in Nigeria" Brisibe said. 
She said that before the oil 
companies came to the Niger 
Delta the communities profited 
from agriculture. Then the com- 
panies cleared the trees and 
destroyed the people's way of life. 
Carwill lames spoke last night 
on domestic environmental 
abuses that U.S. communities 
face and the struggles that occur 
overseas. 
According to James, 23 million 
tons of toxic chemicals are 
released in Louisiana Almost all 
of the chemicals released are in 
communities of color. 
At one point in the presenta- 
tion, James held a moment of 
silence for those in jail for 
protesting racial mistreatment. 
He said there is a "systematic 
destruction of settlements" in 
Africa and 30 villages have been 
destroyed in the last three years. 
The presentation is part of the 
EAG's Earth Week, which is April 
16 to April 20. 
Today at 7 p.m., a Sierra Club 
speaker will discuss factory 
farming. The presentation will 
be held in Olscamp 115. Tony 
Saladji will speak on factory 
farming. 
"The conditions are absolutely 
inhumane," said Joni Caudill, a 
member of EAG. Animals, such 
as chickens, are kept in cages 
sometimes no larger than a sheet 
of paper, Caudill said. 
At 9 p.m., a "Leave No Trace" 
workshop will be held in the 
Perry Field House. There is a $5 
fee. 
Also at 9 p.m., the benefit con- 
cert Big Eco Jam will be at 
Howard's Club H. There is a $5 
cover and all proceeds will bene- 
fit local environmental pro- 
grams. Ten prizes will be raffled. 
The bands playing are Crazy 
Eddie, the Big Creek, Sugarbuzz 
and Noah and Daryl. Joni Caudill 
said the main focus for the dona- 
tions is on the University's recy- 
cling program and the Wood lot. 
On Wednesday, there will be 
an Earth Fair from 10 am. to 4 
p.m. between the Eppler 
Complex and Education build- 
ENVIRONMENT, PAGE 5 
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"It was a long day, but I'm having a good time. I recommend that everyone 
[run for a public office] at some point in their lives, just for the experience." 
JOEL FREIMARK. USG PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE 
2001 USG ELECTIONS 
CAMPAIGN DIARY 
A DAILY LOOK AT WHO'S IN THE RUNNING... AND HOW 
Engelman/Pelzer 
On the first day of USG elections, 
candidates Brian Engelman and 
Celeste Pelzer were busy passing out 
handbills and talking with students 
who passed the voting booths. 
"We wish that everyone would vote 
on the same day so we wouldn't have to 
. be bugging them," Engelman said. "It's 
as annoying to us as it is to them, but we 
just want people to vote." 
Engelman also said that the cam- 
paigning has been a great experience. 
"It's fun because whenever students 
look at a normal person that they sit 
next to in class and get excited about 
politics,'' he said. "It's great to see them 
realize that students are the customers 
and should demand better services." 
From the positive feedback he and 
Pelzer have received, Engelman said 
that he has learned that students do 
care and that they need to believe that 
the individuals who are elected will 
fight for them and not give up. 
"If I strongly believe in something," 
Engelman said, "I won't take no for an 
answer, and I won't give up until it is 
done." 
According to Engelman, some stu- 
dents look favorably on the goals of his 
platform, such as off-campus meal- 
cards, teacher evaluations on the web 
and closer student parking, but doubt 
that such things could be accom- 
plished. 
"We think that any student can look 
at the three handbills and vote for us," 
he said. "We have very simple and 
attainable goals and students seem to 
realize that" 
Engelman encourages all students to 
vote for the candidate that he or she 
feels will make the most difference. 
According to Engelman, the Florida 
election fiasco has proven that every 
vote counts. 
"We're 100 percent confident that if 
everybody votes, we will win," he said. 
People just have to take a couple sec- 
onds out of their day to make a dif- 
ference." 
Freimark/Brandt 
With elections beginning yesterday, 
loel Freimark campaigned outside of 
election tables from 8 am. to 7:30 p.m. 
Campaigning next to election tables 
is the easiest way to get people to vote, 
Freimark said. However, each candi- 
date is required to stay a certain dis- 
tance away from each table, according 
to Nick Gresko, chair of the Elections 
and Opinions Board. The distance 
varies from table to table, he said. 
Freimark said the work has become 
more enjoyable because it is the third 
and final week of USG campaigns. 
"It was a long day, but I was having a 
good time," he said. 
Despite the difficulties of running for 
office and campaigning, Freimark said 
that the experience was worth it, even if 
he does not win. 
"I recommend that everyone |run for 
a public officel at some point in their 
lives, just for the experience." 
Freimark also spoke at Alpha Xi Delta 
sorority and broadcasted on 88.1, the 
campus radio station. Stephanie 
Brandt, running for vice president, 
spoke with the Honors Student 
Association. 
•Bragg/fitch were unavailable (or comment. 
USG ELECTIONS 
Vote for YOUR Student representatives! 
Tuesday, April 17 
Education Steps 
Olscamp Lobby 
BA 
Kreischer Sundial 
Wednesday, April 18 
Education Steps 
Library 
Mac Hallway 
Olscamp Lobby 
Thursday, April 19 
Education Steps 
Olscamp Lobby 
9-5 p.m. 
9-5 p.m. 
9-1 p.m. 
5-7:30 p.m. 
9-5 p.m. 
9-1 p.m. 
5-7:30 p.m. 
5-7:30 p.m. 
9-5 p.m. 
9-5 p.m. 
Source USG Held FOJ  BG News 
REPORTERS MARIE (IIICIIIU fflUCK SODER AND SHANNON K. KOIKEDY 
EH Nominate your favorite BGSU staff member for Random Acts of: 
• Compassion   9 Expert Help 
• Kindness        • Extra Effort 
• Courage          9 Caring 
H Nominate your favorite Staff Member! Find forms at.             . Hnwv.bgsu.edu/organizations/asc or www.bQsu.tdu/organizations/csc/ 
ONCE A MONTH 
BIRTH CONTROL 
ASK YOUR 
HEALTHCARE 
PROVIDER TODAY! 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY PHARMACIA 
' «tt 
tor AR[Bill 
GUV k i 
The Homecoming Committee is looking Far the best theme Far 
Homecoming 2001. We want BESU's most creative minds to 
help design a memorable marketing campaign that Focuses an 
Homecoming Weekend. 
This contest Is open to any individual, group or organization. 
i Earn Homecoming Spirit Paints! Submit Entries Ta the OFFice aF Campus Involvement        I 204 South Hall Office of    _ 
Deadline. May V* CamDUSL 
Questions or to help plan Homecoming Call 372 2343      InVOIVeilieilt 
A ••. 
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Indie-write-ins stress party ticket 
It was another tough, but rewarding day of 
campaigning yesterday for presidential can- 
didate Filthy Grippa and his running mate 
The Angry Ninja Rising at 5 JO am. for some 
early morning freestyle rap and tai-chi train- 
ing respectively, the duo was ready to hit the 
pavement and start pressing the flesh by 7 
a.m. 
7:15 a-m. Addressing an early-morning 
commuter crowd at the local Waffle House, 
Ni n ja stressed the importance of a liberal gun 
policy. "Even though I don't need a gun, 
because I am a master of superior ninjury, I do 
believe that the ability to bear arms is the 
backbone of this violent, deadly society, and 
for that I am truly grateful" Ninja said. "Now 
eat your waffles and flap-jack pancakes and 
RUH-ROH SHAGGY: Presidential candi- 
date, Filthy Grippa, horrifies a crowd by 
represent N" what he knows best. 
live like kings." 
&30 am Presidential hopeful Grippa made 
the first appearance on his whistle-stop tour 
when he guided a rowdy group of homeless 
third graders through this place's historical 
museum. "This is a big part of the 
Grippa/Ninja campaign," he said. "Not only 
getting our homeless kids to realize the histo- 
ry of the city streets that have been their beds 
all these years, but also improving the quality 
of the pavement for a more comfortable 
night's sleep that these children sorely need to 
make the most of their days begging for alu- 
minum cans and eating garbage." 
10:00 am. The candidates meet up on 
main street for door-to-door pressing the 
flesh. The mysterious duo play up their "two 
platinum rims on every car, and a Keg in every 
room" platform that they hope will win over 
young voters. "That sounds like a good idea to 
me," said local stoner Derryl McFood. 
11:13 am. A little break for the presidential 
candidate. Grippa visits with Ellenn fohnson 
at her College Street home to, ya know, make 
babies. "It was a fantabulous experience that I 
hope to share with all of our female support- 
ers," Grippa said after the informal summit. 
I2.-00 p.m. Grippa makes his first mistake of 
the campaign at a luncheon with the Society 
of Animal Rights Activists. In a despicable 
egomaniacal display, he shows the horrified 
crowd that he can deadlift a beagle by grip- 
ping its ears. "I don't need dogs yipin' and 
crank" Grippa said after being doused in goats 
milk by the now unruly crowd. "That beagle 
was all disrespectin" my flow." 
3*0 p.m. The candidates gather for a fund 
raising rally held by campaign supporters. 
Gearing up for today's first day of voting, 
Grippa takes to the podium to share his vision 
of this place with die crowd. 
"We've been making progress with the vot- 
ers today. It seems that the people of this place 
Photo Provided 
NOT SO FAST SONNY: Angry Ninja wows 
the crowd at a local Waffle House. 
can identify with our goals. We're not aboul 
groups, we're about individuals. The people 
are coming to realize that Filthy Grippa and 
Angry Ninja will do anything for them," 
Grippa said. "If you have problems freebasing, 
Grippa/Ninja will be there. If someone needs 
a rapper for a party, I'll be there with my DI 
Fynance - free of charge - to entertain. If 
someone owes you money, Ninja will be there 
to ensure a quick payback or a swift open- 
hand chop to the throat. We must get back to 
the individual level If we can't help you, we 
can't help anybody." 
Voting for presidenl and vice president 
takes place loday, all over this mofo. 
*********************************************************** 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Daddy 
6 Sc-so 
10 Slope noe 
U BrtMfaslnng 
15 Betfdet 
ie_podrtda 
17 Logam 
19 Protective mg 
20 College cneor 
21 ENV* parent 
77 Ages and ages 
23 Japenese 
wratthng 
26 Possess 
?6 Oklahoma city 
30 Seln's »on 
31 Fonjm platforms 
33 Gym padding. 
36 Che s lirst name 
36 Egypt an viper 
39 Mine output 
40 DnVing gadget 
ai Rotlofbela 
42 Eisenhower 
43 Bikini part 
44 Voumerel 
45 Washington Ml 
46 Hrghtandglrts 
46 Goitor Ernie 
49 Less than 100 
shores of sloe* 
51 Otherwise 
52 Coffee servers 
54 Exist 
55 Hanoi holidays 
56 Nincompoop 
56 For what reason 
60 Ump"i km 
62 -SpoftsCenter 
am 
63 WelHo-do 
address? 
66 French pronoun 
69 NewVbrk canal 
70 Casals' 
Mtrument 
71 Acuffand 
Rogers 
72Sawbucka 
73 Surround 
DOWN 
1 -Nova" network 
2 Feed-oag Udtxt 
3 Org of Love and 
Couples 
' 
1 
' ■■ - ' ' ' 
~ 
1 
' 
'" '' 
" 
T~ 1eaear 
" Ai Tt     1               B_ 
K " I M 1* 
* '' * II 
fc. " *i U 
** «> m 1" 
M 
lease ' " 
■ w '" *' 
'■" 
1 " 
r\ H 
4 Black hole 
theo-ist Roger 
5 Paper Don* star 
6 Overwelghl 
7 0uranders 
8 __o*Dogs 
9 Certain darby 
participants 
10 "My Cousin 
Vmny"co-stai 
11 Utesaring 
vehicle 
12 rung or Bales 
13 Piper's follower* 
16 To the pent 
23 Bd 
24 Dispense tape 
25 Cash flow 
27 Futiol treat 
29 Backs ot necks 
32 Dressmaker 
34 Take Into 
custody 
35 Mocks m tun 
37 Get .il dreamy 
47 Uoerate 
SO Stores lor laie> 
PROBLEMS? 
About to trade in 
your Platinum teeth (or 
the answer to 12 down? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
We have the answers, and are 
quite willing to part with them. 
All you need to do is check the 
answer key, still located on this 
very page. We think. 
S3 Lacostaand 
Coly 
56 FJ.:ib. s talks 
tO Nonny's capital 
59 Loaar lo tho 
tortoise 
61 Delineate 
distinctly 
64 h-colthe hoad 
65 Sta».!y tree 
66 WaKach ol The 
Magnificent 
Seven" 
67 Hoavy weight 
THREE-DAY FORECAST 
Tuesday Wednesday 
© 
Snow 
Showers 
High: 39" 
Low: 28" 
Partly 
Cloudy 
High: 37" 
Low: 27* 
Thursday 
© 
Mostly 
Cloudy 
High: 52" 
Low: 30" 
"One of these days, Laura ... 
I'm gonna punch you in the 
face!" 
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Student Organizations... 
Planning an Event? 
Bringing a Speaker? 
Don't miss... 
CONTRACTS 101 
The Basics of Contracts 
for Student Organizations 
Officer/Advisor Workshop 
Tuesday, Aprii 17th 
Olscamp 101B 
6:00 - 7:30 PM 
Si WOR W&K 
SPOMSOMO BY UUMRSITY AMBASSADORS £ 
STuoeur AiuMut ASSOCIATION 
TVeSDAY. APRIL t?, 200 f 
PROffSStOMAl D£VHOPM£/rt AND 
COM MM/TV seams o*y 
• Alpha Phi Omega sponsoring bake sale at Education 
steps 10am-2pm. 
• Omega Phi Alpha sponsoring "Service with an Egg-stra 
Big Heart" at Education steps 8am-4pm. (All proceeds go 
to the Ronald McDonald House). 
• Raffles for senior only: Professional attire gift certificate 
from Elder-Beermans, two briefcases. Tickets available on 
Education steps. 
nmt/tSOAY. AP*ft tt, 200f 
SMfO* APtHt&fATtOV DAY 
• See coupons in BQNews Tuesday and Wednesday for 
senior only specials and discounts. 
• Raffle for diploma frame for seniors only-donated by 
. University Bookstore. 
TWtSOAY. APR ft t9. 200f 
BtWWD 80-6H00&S VOU* 0£Sm/ATtO« 
• FREE FOODII Tasta BQ's pizza 
places to vote for #1 in 
pizza, breadsticks, and subs. 
Thanks to Papa Johns, Pisaneltos, 
J Union Pizza, Luca Pizza, Subway, 
Barry Bagels, and Marcos. 
• ARCADIA JAM-LIVE PERFORMANCE 
•Urban Meyer- new head football coach wiH talk 
• Jo Jo the Ctown fe^ Jl 
• Magician I   •% 
• Football toss B-eeeeW-' 
• Soccer games 
• Golf games 
• Baseball games W 
• Caricature artist 
• Men's Chorus 
• Dunk tank-starting at 5:45 in front of Anderson Arena 
« MATT MAHANEY TO BE EMCEEI 
Former BG grad, football player, current actor as seen 
on Days of Our Lives. ■ 
__:  
—i 
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SURFERS MAY STILL BE TRACKED ON WEB 
WASHINGTON (AP) — People who log onto dozens of 
federal government Web sites may be unknowingly 
tracked despite a privacy policy forbidding it, investi- 
gators say. In one case, a government contractor was 
even given ownership of all the information collected 
from a Web site, said the congressional report. 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
IT-WIRE EDITORIAL 
Ohio may see first execution in 38 years 
COLUMBUS, Ohio—lay D. 
Scott may become the second 
man executed by the state of 
Ohio since 1963. His death by 
lethal injection could be tonight 
at 9 p.m., depending on the 
results of a court hearing yester- 
day. 
Cuyahoga County Common 
Pleas Court Judge David T. Matia 
will be ruling on motions by 
Scott's lawyers seeking a stay of 
execution because he is mentally 
ill Matia will be the first of sever- 
al judges who will be hearing 
last-minute appeals by Scotts' 
attorneys. They have promised 
to file several appeals, delaying 
the execution by weeks, if their 
claims are not granted. 
Death penalty opponents, and 
his attorneys, point out that 
Scott was diagnosed with schizo- 
phrenia six years after he was 
put on death row. He has a histo- 
ry of setting his cell on fire, 
yelling incoherently and hearing 
voices. 
Death penalty proponents, 
and prosecuting attorneys, say 
Scott has also made statements 
that he didn't intend to murder 
anyone, regrets his actions and 
wants forgiveness for them, 
misses his freedom and would 
like Gov. Bob Taft to reduce his 
Residence 
Strife listens 
AT ISSUE A random fictional campus character lets 
out the truth behind Residence Life. 
The Office of Residence Strife 
overhears everyone's con- 
cerns. 
On behalf of the Office of 
Residence Strife, I the Interim 
Associate Director would like to 
apologize if you were given the 
false impression that we do not 
listen to student's concerns—we 
do listen to student's conems. 
However, we ignore them. This 
doesn't mean we hate them, 
rather we simply do not care. If 
this doesn't float your boat, I'll 
just censor you. 
There have been recent allega- 
tions that the Office of Residence 
Strife threatens to take away the 
funding of any organization that 
we disagree with. 
Normally 1 d just say that we 
don't have enough time to review 
this allegation but instead I'm 
going to come right out and say 
that it's absolutely true. 
Are we proud of this? You bet 
we are. 
If any of you don't like this, I'll 
go LAPD on your ass and then 
try to get you fired from your job, 
punk. 
You want to know why? 
Because I've got the power. Some 
of you may say that we at the 
Office of Residence Strife don't 
have any control over such 
things as funding, but little did 
you know that's what we wanted 
you to think. 
Wait, did I just type that? 
Damnit! Hmmm... I can't find the 
delete key! I guess this will just 
have to stay in. 
Anyway, even the Bursar's 
office doesn't know the we com- 
pletely control the funding of all 
campus organizations. 
Additionally, we can censor 
whoever the hell we feel like. We 
even control UZG bills. 
Remember that UZG bill that 
attempted to restrict freshman 
from eating at on -camp, is diners 
a few months back? That was all 
us. If it wasn't for that measly 
page 3 writer who foiled our plot 
the bill would have passed. 
JACK DANIEL 
EAGLEEYE 
Opinion Columnist 
Expect him to be censored pretty 
soon. 
I can go to McDonald's and 
ask for a cheeseburger with no 
cheese and they have to do it I 
can sell my house to pay my 
mortgage if I wish. I can even 
leave my toilet paper hanging to 
dry and this University has to 
take it and like it. 
You know what though? 
Sometimes articles that criticize 
our organization make me a little 
unhappy. Sometimes even angry. 
In fact, sometimes I feel like I just 
wanna go out on the street, crack 
someone's skull open and feast 
on the goo inside! 
But I don't care because I con- 
trol this damn University's fund- 
ing. I control the radio stations, I 
control all the menstruation par- 
ties, I even control the Dance 
Marathon! 
I can take it all away if I want 
to! You like your little Dance 
Marathon huh? WELL IT'S 
GONE NOW MISTER!! Ill cancel 
the funding for this whole freak- 
ing system damnit! 
You think Sidney Ribeau can 
stop me? He is a mere pawn in 
our chess game of funding! You 
think we censor menstruation 
parties? Do you think we threat- 
en radio stations? 
YOU'RE GODDAMN RIGHT 
WE DO! BOW BEFORE ME BOW 
BEFORE ME BOW BEFORE ME 
Jack Daniel Eagjeeye would 
like to re-iterate he fact that this is 
fiction. It's alt meant to be an 
enjoyable read 
Today's parody was penned 
with the assistance of Brent Fisher 
and Ben. To contact Mr. Eagjeeye, 
feel free to e-mail him at 
whose_your_daddy_1999@yahoo. 
The BG New* gladly prints Letters to the Editor and Guest Columns. 
Letters should be less than 300 words and Guest Columns can be 500 to 
700 words. Name, phone number and address should be Included for 
verification. All submissions may be edited for length and clarity. 
Personal attacks and anonymous submissions wiR not be printed. Send 
submissions to the Opinion mailbox at 210 West HaH or bgnewsOlist- 
proc.bgsu.edu, with the subject letter to the editor" or "guest column." 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think there should be 
a limit as to where and 
when police go undercover? 
Let us know at 
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu. 
sentence to life imprisonment 
These are the issues that are at 
the heart of the controversy over 
Scon's execution. 
Ohio law requires that people 
both understand what their 
crime was and that execution is 
the penalty for this crime. It is an 
evolving standard; this is the sec- 
ond possible execution since the 
standard was put into place. Is 
Scott able to comprehend what 
is going to be done to him? 
The U.S. Supreme Court has 
agreed to hear a case where it 
might decide to reverse an earli- 
er ruling over the execution of 
mentally retarded criminals. 
Most observers expect that the 
court will rule that such execu- 
tions are "cruel and unusual 
punishment" Scott's lawyers 
have argued that his execution 
should be delayed until the 
Supreme Court has issued its 
ruling That decision is expected 
inlune. 
In a clemency statement 
addressing Scott's competency, 
Taft wrote: "There is no evidence 
that his condition even 
approaches the high standard 
established under state and fed- 
eral law. 
"(The) aggravating circum- 
stances of the crime and Mr. 
Scott's subsequent conduct out- 
weigh any mitigating factors." 
In a time when Illinois has 
instituted a moratorium on exe- 
cutions, and states like New York 
and even Texas are considering 
following suit, Ohio must tread 
very carefully. Ohio's death 
penalty is a well-conceived and 
well-written law. It could have a 
measurable effect on violent 
crime in this state. However, 
there are no appeals after it is 
carried out. Death cannot be 
commuted. 
If found to be competent, and 
if there are no valid appeals, the 
state should put Scott to death. 
But there should not be a hurry 
to deny appeals in a rush to get 
him executed. If, in all good con- 
science, it takes until the lune 
decision by the Supreme Court 
to execute him, so be it 
PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
ON THE STREET 
Old school or new 
school? Why? 
ELI VAZQUEZ 
SOPHOMORE 
MUSIC ED 
"Old school. Can't 
have new school with- 
out it." 
JEFF PREECE 
JUNIOR 
HOSPITALITY MGMT 
"Old school Why else 
would I be waiting fin- 
Roots and Run 
DMC?" 
Residence Life 
banning is 
highly selective 
Since controversy is the spice of 
life 1 thought I'd add a tidbit 
After reading a letter from Bill 
Raines from a radio station on 
campus, I thought to myself, 
unresting. 
So, the Residence Life won't 
allow shirts by an 
organization/Residence Hall that 
say "Get fired up about living on 
campus," but they will allow 
shirts produced by greek life to 
say such non-controversal slo- 
gans as "lane likes Dick." and my 
personal favorite "Pullin hoe's 
since 1865." 
Does anyone else see some- 
thing wrong with this picture? 
SUSIE LAKE 
slake@bEnet.bgsu.edu 
Asbestos 
removal 
scheduled 
On Thursday, April 12, faculty 
and staff occupants of the 
Education Building were 
informed by the Dept of 
Environmental Health and 
Safety that an asbestos removal 
project would commence in the 
building on April 17. 
A meeting was held on Friday, 
April 13, to explain the program 
to departmental office staff rep- 
resentatives. As far as 1 know, no 
students have been notified 
about this four to five week long 
project 
After reading the memo on 
April 12 and hearing about the 
discussion at the meeting on 
April 13,1 am very pleased that a 
one week postponement of the 
project's start has been agreed 
upon. 
I urge all students, staff and 
faculty to use the time afforded 
by this delay to study this project 
as described in the memo dated 
April 11. 
After study and reflection.if 
you believe as I do that there 
must be a better way to 
approach this asbestos removal 
project, in consideration of the 
health of all involved, please call 
Robert Murphy (2-2171)at the 
Dept. of Environmental Health 
and Safety to share your opin- 
ions. 
If you believe that the project 
as planned and presented is the 
best that BGSU can do, share 
that opinion as well. 
I believe that a truly collabora- 
tive effort involving students, 
staff, administrators and faculty 
can help us solve this dilemma 
EDWARD D. FISCUS. Ph.D. 
edfiscu@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Native 
American 
studies needed 
1am currently enrolled in Ethnic 
Studies 361, Native American 
Women, under the instruction of 
Dr. Linda Pertusati. 
I was one of the people occu- 
pying the S.O.S. or Student 
Occupied Space on Wednesday 
April 11th. 
The S.OS. seized the land in 
front of the Business 
Administration building. This 
political demonstration was to 
alert students and faculty to the 
pervasiveness of Native 
American stereotypes and make 
them consider how our country 
was founded on destruction of 
other Nations of people, Native 
Americans 
We also wished to promote 
awareness of the need for a 
Native American Studies major. 
There are several Native Studies 
courses at BGSU, a good begin- 
ning, but students are not for- 
mally allowed to concentrate on 
Native America as a field of 
study. 
I feel that a Native Studies 
major would introduce students 
to new theories and thought 
processes that they did not 
encounter in high school educa- 
tion, things the history books 
omitted. 
In addition to a Native Studies 
major we need more Native pro- 
fessors to bring a Native voice to 
the forefront 
It is time to let Native 
American voices be heard at 
BGSU. I feel this major will 
enhance the educational choices 
here at BGSU and bring us one 
step closer to becoming a pre- 
mier learning institutioa 
Please come and support this 
cause at our table on Wednesday, 
April 18th. We will have a peti- 
tion that you may sign in sup- 
port of a Native American 
Studies major. 
STEPHEN ADAMSN 
stoma@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
"Middle school It's 
the best of both 
worlds.'' 
210 Wesl Hall 
Bowling Green 
State University 
Bowling Green, 
Ohio 43403 
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Block planned for Naked run 
By Maria Sprow 
U-WIDE 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - The 
University of Michigan plans to 
block off parts of the Diag tomor- 
row during the traditional Naked 
Mile run, but officials still cannot 
predict the path participants will 
take -- and how much jurisdic- 
tion the Ann Arbor Police 
Department will have to make 
arrests for indecent exposure, as 
they have threatened. 
"We are going to make all the 
arrests necessary to shut it 
down," said AAPD Sgt, Michael 
Logghe. 
Department of Public Safety 
spokeswoman Diane Brown said 
the sidewalks that will be blocked 
for safety purposes and to protect 
a newly planted oak tree.will be 
those between the Harlan 
Hatcher Graduate Library and 
Haven Hall and the sidewalk 
between the Museum of Art and 
Tisch Hall That's where it gets 
narrow," Brown said. 
In order to block off the side- 
walks, the University will be 
extending the construction fenc- 
ing that normally surrounds 
them. Parts of the Diag not 
equipped with construction 
fencing that can be extended will 
not be blocked off, Brown said. 
"We can't just erect blockades 
to erect blockades," Brown said. 
"There is no construction at the 
arch so it will not be blocked." 
The West Hall arch will still be 
open for students, as well as the 
sidewalk between Mason Hall 
and the Kraus Natural Science 
"We decided this 
was not a safe 
event and we 
wanted to let our 
members know 
that we're really 
taking a stance." 
DANIELLE WHITNEY, ISA SENIOR 
Building, 
The traditional path of the run 
is from Washtenaw Avenue, 
down South University Avenue, 
through the West Hall arch, 
across the Diag, between Angell 
Hall and the Museum of Art, and 
across State Street to the Cube in 
Regents' Plaza 
But Michigan Student 
Assembly Rep. Elizabeth 
Anderson, who is in charge of 
student security volunteers for 
the run, said the plan will be for 
students to run straight down 
South University Avenue to State 
Street. 
Running down South 
University, which is city property, 
might give jurisdiction for almost 
all of the event to the Ann Arbor 
Police Department, which arrest- 
ed three students -- out of 400 
students who ran - last year. 
There is still a possibility that 
DPS will have jurisdiction over 
the state-owned area between 
East University Avenue and State 
Street that's part of campus prop- 
erty. 
"I guess it would depend on 
whether it would go down the 
street or on the grass," Brown 
said. 
Despite the vocal position of 
the University, the threat of 
arrests and the possibility of end- 
ing up naked on the Internet, stu- 
dents say they will continue to 
run the mile. 
LSA sophomore Anthony 
Visioni, who ran the Mile as a 
freshman, said he will run again 
tomorrow. 
"The best thing is all your 
friends coming out and watching 
you run naked and just having a 
good time - just being an idiot 
and disappointing Mom, basical- 
ly," he said. 
Visioni said he didn't see any- 
one get arrested at last year's MUe 
and being arrested isn't a con- 
cern to him. 
"I think that most people think 
(the police) say they are going to 
arrest people every year and they 
never see any one getting arrest- 
ed," he said. "People are going to 
run if they want to run." 
But several student organiza- 
tions, including the 
Interfraternity Council and 
Panhellenic Association, have 
formally stated they do not 
approve of the event. 
"We decided this was not a safe 
event and we wanted to let our 
members know that we're really 
taking a stance. We don't think 
this is a good idea," said LSA 
senior Danielle Whilney, vice 
president of public relations for 
Panhel. 
Crawford holds self 
defense workshop 
BG N[WS 
Self defense for women, by 
women. 
In recognition of Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month a feminist self 
defense workshop will be held 
tonight from 6 -8 p.m. in the 
Women's Center, 108 Hanna Hall 
Susan Crawford, Self Help 
Assault Reduction Education 
(SHARE) coordinator, who has 
been trained in the feminist self- 
defense style, will lead the work- 
shop. 
This form of self defense was 
designed to be movements and 
physical skills that women are 
more capable of doing compared 
to what other forms of self 
defense offer. 
The workshop will focus on 
awareness, body language, trust 
in intuition, verbal responses and 
physical  skills  to  disable  an 
attacker long enough to escape. 
However, this workshop teach- 
es defense to be used when a 
weapon is not involved (which is 
usually the case when the perpe- 
trator is an acquaintance). 
The attendance to the work- 
shop is on a first come, first serve 
basis with a limit of 20 women. 
The workshop is free and open 
to women among the University 
and community. 
More self-defense workshops 
intend to be offered once every 
three months based on demand. 
Private workshops will be offered 
for any organization or sorority by 
contacting Susan Crawford at 
352-2551. She can also answer 
any questions about the work- 
shop. 
Earth Week 
brings events 
ENVIRONMENT, FROM PAGE 1 
ings. The fair will feature dis- 
plays and activities for school 
childrea 
According to Caudill, differ- 
ent organizations from both on 
and off campus will have infor- 
mation there. She also said the 
EAG will be selling this year's T- 
shirt. 
Also on Wednesday, the con- 
ference "Conservation 
Solutions for Northwest Ohio" 
will take place in 101B 
Olscamp. The conference is 
hosted by the Black Swamp 
Conservancy. 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
Robin Smith from the Native 
Forest Council will speak on 
"Forever Wild...of Forever Lost" 
in Room 101B Olcamp. 
Colette Palamar, manager of 
the Woodlol, will discuss the 
environmental center's wood- 
lot project in 115 Olscamp at 7 
p.m. Thursday. 
Then at 8:30 p.m. Thursday, 
Chad Kister of the Dysart 
Defenders will speak about 
protecting the last old-growth 
forest in Ohio. 
Caudill said Kister will speak 
on his fight to prevent oil com- 
panies from drilling in the for- 
est. 
On Friday, walking tours of 
the Woodlot will be given by 
Colette Palamar at 9 am. at the 
Woodlot on Poe Road. 
Dates changed 
on fall calendar 
USG, FROM PAGE 1 
today. 
"This is very close to what I 
originally proposed in 1984," he 
said. However, when Lancaster 
asked that finals not fall so close 
lo the holidays, the administra- 
tion disagreed. 
Lancaster said the adminis- 
tration mighl no! want to adjust 
the calendar because, right 
now, the beginning of summer 
courses is aligned with many 
high school graduations. 
Changing the calendar mighl 
make it difficult for students to 
take summer courses at the 
University immediately after 
graduation. 
As of now, the University's 
calendar runs in such a pattern 
that the last day of finals falls on 
December 21, 22 or 23 about 
four times in a fourteen-year 
cycle. By fall 2002, the last day of 
finals will fall on December 20, 
and thai date gels earlier each 
year until 2006, when finals 
would once again end the day 
before Christmas Eve, accord- 
ing to the current system. 
/£    The average person has    ^ 
over 1,460 dreams a year... 
Sweet Dreams!!! 
*■ RENTERS 
WANTED 
114 S. MAIN ST.   1, S, *7i One bedroom unfurnished apartment* located downtown above 
Wizard Graphics   Laundry facilities Extra storage  FREE WATER & SEWER Resident pays 
'   •      "-•.«  S35S.0O-38O.00 per month Cora 12 month lease. S4S5.00-S480.00 for a 9 month lease. 
». JI puuuttciL 
117 N. MAIN ST.   3, 4, S, ASt One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown  Laundry! 
facilities.   Resident pavs utilities. Dishwasher. All are different! S280 00-5325.00 per month for a 12 
month lease  $380 00 $425 00 for a 9 month lease  Cat permitted. 
311 S. MAIN ST. A*!: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown Spacious rooms I 
and lots of storage area Gas heat Resident pays utilities. S510 00 per month for a 12-month lease. Cad 
permitted. 
SIS 1/2 S. MAIN ST.! Two bedroom upper residence.   Unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. 
Gas heat. Eat in kitchen Gat permitted  Resident pays utilities  S465.00 per month for a 12-month 
lease 
310 S. MAIN ST.t Two bedroom two story unfurnished part of a house.   Huge bedroom upstairs. 
Gas heat. Resident pays utilities. Front porch and storage area. Cat permitted. S395.00 per month for J 
12 month lease 
334 1/2 S. MAIN ST.: Two bedrooms unfurnished apartment. Huge master bedroom. Front 
enclosed porch. Eat in kitchen   Rooms are very large. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Okay for 
group of four people. S485.00 per month for a 12-month lease 
12S W. WOOSTEB ST.   Ai Efficiency apartment located above The China Village. Unfurnished 
FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. $265.00 per month for a 12-month lease. 
$365.00 for a 9-month lease  Cat permitted 
332 S. MAIN 
(ONLY OFFICE) 
352-5420 
wwwnevvlovefaaltY.com 
NEWI9VE 
    Rentals - MU 
USG  Undergraduate  Student Government * USG  Undergraduate Student 
!  USG Elections 
Vote for your student 
representatives! 
Tuesday, April 17 
Education Steps 9-5 pm 
Olscamp Cobby 9-5 pm 
%A 9-1 pm 
Kreischer Sundial 5-7:30 4 
Wednesday, April 18 
Education Steps 9-5 pm 
^^^^^^A Library 9-1 pm 
Mac Hallway 5-7:30 pm 
Olscamp 9-5 pm 
Thursday, April 19 
Education Steps 9-5 pm 
Olscamp Lobby 9-5 pm 
Make Your 
Voice Heard / 
on campus • 
ki*2 
ote 
USG Undergraduate Student Government * USG  Undergraduate Student 
4 Tuesday, April 17, 2001 
SURFERS MAY STILL BE TRACKED ON WEB 
WASHINGTON (AP) — People who log onto dozens of 
federal government Web sites may be unknowingly 
tracked despite a privacy policy forbidding it, investi- 
gators say. In one case, a government contractor was 
even given ownership of all the information collected 
from a Web site, said the congressional report 
BG NEWS 
www.bsnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
U-WIR.E EDITORIAL 
Ohio may see first execution in 38 years 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Jay D. 
Scon may become the second 
man executed by the slate of 
Ohio since 1963. His death by 
lethal injection could be tonight 
at 9 p.m., depending on the 
results of a court hearing yester- 
day. 
Cuyahoga County Common 
Pleas Court ludge David T. Maria 
will be ruling on motions by 
Scott's lawyers seeking a stay of 
execution because he is mentally 
ilL Matia will be the first of sever- 
al judges who will be hearing 
last-minute appeals by Scotts' 
attorneys. They ha\ i promised 
to file several appeals, delaying 
the execution by weeks, if their 
claims are not granted. 
Death penalty opponents, and 
his attorneys, point out that 
Scott was diagnosed with schizo- 
phrenia six years after he was 
put on death row. He has a histo- 
ry of setting his cell on fire, 
yelling incoherently and hearing 
voices. 
Death penalty proponents, 
and prosecuting attorneys, say 
Scon has also made statements 
that he didn't intend to murder 
anyone, regrets his actions and 
wants forgiveness for them, 
misses his freedom and would 
like Gov. Bob Taft to reduce his 
Residence 
Strife listens 
AT ISSUE A random fictional campus character lets 
out the truth behind Residence Life. 
The Office of Residence Strife 
overhears everyone's con- 
cerns 
On behalf of the Office of 
Residence Strife, I the Interim 
Associate Director would like to 
apologize if you were given the 
false impression that we do not 
listen to student's concerns—we 
do listen to student's conems. 
However, we ignore them. This 
doesn't mean we hate them, 
rather we simply do not care. If 
this doesn't float your boat, I'll 
just censor you. 
There have been recent allega- 
tions that the Office of Residence 
Strife threatens to take away the 
funding of any organization that 
we disagree with. 
Normally I'd just say that we 
don't have enough time to review 
this allegation but instead I'm 
going to come right out and say 
that it's absolutely Hue. 
Are we proud of this? You bet 
we are. 
If any of you don't like this, I'll 
go LAPD on your ass and then 
try to get you fired from your job, 
punk. 
You want to know why? 
Because I've got the power. Some 
of you may say that we at the 
Office of Residence Strife don't 
have any control over such 
things as funding, but little did 
you know that's what we wanted 
you to think. 
Wait, did 1 just type that? 
Damnit! Hmmm... I can't find the 
delete key! I guess this will just 
have to stay in. 
Anyway, even the Bursar's 
office doesn't know the we com- 
pletely control the funding of all 
campus organizations. 
Additionally, we can censor 
whoever the hell we feel like. We 
even control UZG bills. 
Remember that UZG bill that 
attempted to restrict freshman 
from eating at on-campus diners 
a few months back? That was all 
us. If it wasn't for that measly 
page 3 writer who foiled our plot 
the bill would have passed. 
JACK DANIEL 
EAGLEEYE 
Opinion Columnist 
Expect him to be censored pretty 
sooa 
I can go to McDonald's and 
ask for a cheeseburger with no 
cheese and they have to do it. I 
can sell my house to pay my 
mortgage if I wish. I can even 
leave my toilet paper hanging to 
dry and this University has to 
take it and like it. 
You know what though? 
Sometimes articles that criticize 
our organization make me a little 
unhappy. Sometimes even angry. 
In fact sometimes I feel like I just 
wanna go out on the street, crack 
someone's skull open and feast 
on the goo inside! 
But I don't care because I con- 
trol this damn University's fund- 
ing. I control the radio stations, I 
control all the menstruation par- 
ties, I even control the Dance 
Marathon! 
I can take it all away if I want 
to! You like your little Dance 
Marathon hutrfWELLIT'S 
GONE NOW MISTER!! Ill cancel 
the funding for this whole freak- 
ing system damnit' 
You think Sidney Ribeau can 
stop me? He is a mere pawn In 
our chess game of funding! You 
think we censor menstruation 
parties? Do you think we threat- 
en radio stations? 
YOU'RE GODDAMN RIGHT 
WE DO! BOW BEFORE ME' BOW 
BEFORE ME BOW BEFORE ME 
Jack Daniel Eagleeye would 
like to re-iterate he fact that Ms is 
fiction. It's all meant to be an 
enjoyable read. 
Today's parody was penned 
with the assistance of Brent Fisher 
and Ben. To contact Mr. Eagleeye. 
feel free to e-mail him at 
whose_your_aaddy_l99fX/?yahoo. 
The BG News gladly prints Letters to the Editor and Guest Columns. 
Letters should be less than 300 words and Guest Columns can be 500 to 
700 words. Name, phone number and address should be included for 
verification. All submissions may be edited for length and clarity. 
Personal attacks and anonymous submissions will not be printed. Send 
submissions to the Opinion mailbox at 210 West Hall or bgnewstWist- 
proc.bgsu.edu, with the subject "letter to the editor* or 'guest column." 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think there should be 
a limit as to where and 
when police go undercover? 
Let us know at 
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu. 
sentence to life imprisonment 
These are the issues that are at 
the heart of the controversy over 
Scott's execution. 
Ohio law requires that people 
both understand what their 
crime was and that execution is 
the penalty for this crime. It is an 
evolving standard; this is the sec- 
ond possible execution since the 
standard was put into place. Is 
Scott able to comprehend what 
is going to be done to him? 
The U.S. Supreme Court has 
agreed to hear a case where it 
might decide to reverse an earli- 
er ruling over the execution of 
mentally retarded criminals. 
Most observers expect that the 
court will rule that such execu- 
tions are "cruel and unusual 
punishment" Scott's lawyers 
have argued that his execution 
should be delayed until the 
Supreme Court has issued its 
ruling That decision is expected 
in June. 
In a clemency statement 
addressing Scott's competency, 
Taft wrote: "There is no evidence 
that his condition even 
approaches the high standard 
established under state and fed- 
eral law. 
"(The) aggravating circum- 
stances of the crime and Mr. 
Scott's subsequent conduct out- 
weigh any mitigating factors." 
In a time when Illinois has 
instituted a moratorium on exe- 
cutions, and stales like New York 
and even Texas are considering 
following suit, Ohio must tread 
very carefully. Ohio's death 
penalty is a well-conceived and 
well-written law. It could have a 
measurable effect on violent 
crime in this state. However, 
there are no appeals after it is 
carried out. Death cannot be 
commuted. 
If found to be competent and 
if there are no valid appeals, the 
state should put Scott to death. 
But there should not be a hurry 
to deny appeals in a rush to get 
him executed. If, in all good con- 
science, it takes until the lune 
decision by the Supreme Court 
to execute him, so be it. 
PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
ON THE STREET 
Old school or new 
school? Why? 
ELI VAZQUEZ 
SOPHOMORE 
MUSIC ED 
"Old school. Can't 
have new school with- 
out it." 
JEFFPREECE 
JUNIOR 
HOSPUAUTYMGMT 
"Old school Why else 
would I be waiting for 
Roots and Run 
DMC?" 
SEAN JOHNSON 
SOPHOMORE 
FINE ART 
"Middle school It's 
the best of both 
worlds." 
Residence Life 
banning is 
highly selective 
Since controversy is the spice of 
life I thought I'd add a tidbit 
After reading a letter from Bill 
Raines from a radio station on 
campus, I thought to myself, 
intresting 
So, the Residence Life won't 
allow shirts by an 
organization/Residence Hall that 
say "Get fired up about living on 
campus," but they will allow 
shirts produced by greek life to 
say such non-controversal slo- 
gans as "lane likes Dick," and my 
personal favorite "Pullin hoe's 
since 1865." 
Does anyone else see some- 
thing wrong with this picture? 
SUSIE LAKE 
slake@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Asbestos 
removal 
scheduled 
On Thursday, April 12, faculty 
and staff occupants of the 
Education Building were 
informed by the Dept of 
Environmental Health and 
Safety that an asbestos removal 
project would commence in the 
building on April 17. 
A meeting was held on Friday, 
April 13, to explain the program 
to departmental office staff rep- 
resentatives. As for as I know, no 
students have been notified 
about this four to five week long 
project 
After reading the memo on 
April 12 and hearing about the 
discussion at the meeting on 
April 13,1 am very pleased that a 
one week postponement of the 
project's start has been agreed 
upon. 
I urge all students, staff and 
faculty to use the time afforded 
by this delay to study this project 
as described in the memo dated 
April 11. 
After study and reflectioaif 
you believe as I do that there 
must be a better way to 
approach this asbestos removal 
project, in consideration of the 
health of all involved, please call 
Robert Murphy (2-2171)at the 
Dept. of Environmental Health 
and Safety to share your opin- 
ions. 
If you believe that the project 
as planned and presented is the 
best that BGSU can do, share 
that opinion as well. 
I believe that a truly collabora- 
tive effort involving students, 
staff, administrators and faculty 
can help us solve this dilemma 
EDWARD 0. FISCUS. Ph.D. 
edfiscu@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Native 
American 
studies needed 
1am currently enrolled in Ethnic 
Studies 361, Native American 
Women, under the instruction of 
Dr. Linda Perrusati. 
I was one of the people occu- 
pying the S.O.S. or Student 
Occupied Space on Wednesday 
April 11th. 
The S.QS. seized the land in 
front of the Business 
Administration building. This 
political demonstration was to 
alert students and faculty to the 
pervasiveness of Native 
American stereotypes and make 
them consider how our country 
was founded on destruction of 
other Nations of people, Native 
Americans. 
We also wished to promote 
awareness of the need for a 
Native American Studies major. 
There are several Native Studies 
courses at BGSU, a good begin- 
ning, but students are not for- 
mally allowed to concentrate on 
Native America as a field of 
study. 
I feel that a Native Studies 
major would introduce students 
to new theories and thought 
processes that they did not 
encounter in high school educa- 
tion, things the history books 
omitted. 
In addition to a Native Studies 
major we need more Native pro- 
fessors to bring a Native voice to 
the forefront 
It is time to let Native 
American voices be heard at 
BGSU. I feel this major will 
enhance the educational choices 
here at BGSU and bring us one 
step closer to becoming a pre- 
mier learning institution. 
Please come and support this 
cause at our table on Wednesday, 
April 18th. We will have a peti- 
tion that you may sign in sup- 
port of a Native American 
Studies major. 
STEPHEN ADAMSKI 
stoma@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
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Block planned for Naked run 
By Maria Sprow 
UWIRE 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - The 
University of Michigan plans to 
block off parts of the Diag tomor- 
row during the traditional Naked 
Mile run, but officials still cannot 
predict the path participants will 
take — and how much jurisdic- 
tion the Ann Arbor Police 
Department will have to make 
arrests for indecent exposure, as 
they have threatened. 
"We are going to make all the 
arrests necessary to shut it 
down," said AAPD Sgt. Michael 
Logghe. 
Department of Public Safety 
spokeswoman Diane Brown said 
the sidewalks that will be blocked 
for safety purposes and to protect 
a newly planted oak tree.will be 
those between the Harlan 
Hatcher Graduate Library and 
Haven Hall and the sidewalk 
between the Museum of Art and 
Tisch Hall. "That's where it gets 
narrow," Brown said. 
In order to block off the side- 
walks, the University will be 
extending the construction fenc- 
ing that normally surrounds 
them. Parts of the Diag not 
equipped with construction 
fencing that can be extended will 
not be blocked off, Brown said. 
"We can't just erect blockades 
to erect blockades," Brown said. 
"There is no construction at the 
arch so it will not be blocked." 
The West Hall arch will still be 
open for students, as well as the 
sidewalk between Mason Hall 
and the Kraus Natural Science 
"We decided this 
was not a safe 
event and we 
wanted to let our 
members know 
that we're really 
taking a stance." 
DANIELLE WHITNEY. LSA SENIOR 
Building. 
The traditional path of the run 
is from Washtenaw Avenue, 
down South University Avenue, 
through the West Hall arch, 
across the Diag, between Angel! 
Hall and the Museum of Art, and 
across State Street to the Cube in 
Regents' Plaza 
But Michigan Student 
Assembly Rep. Elizabeth 
Anderson, who is in charge of 
student security volunteers for 
the run, said the plan will be for 
students to run straight down 
South University Avenue to State 
Street. 
Running down South 
University, which is city property, 
might give jurisdiction for almost 
all of the event to the Ann Arbor 
Police Department, which arrest- 
ed three students - out of 400 
students who ran - last year. 
There is still a possibility that 
DPS will have jurisdiction over 
the state-owned area between 
East University Avenue and State 
Street that's part of campus prop- 
erty. 
"1 guess it would depend on 
whether it would go down the 
street or on the grass," Brown 
said. 
Despite the vocal position of 
the University, the threat of 
arrests and the possibility of end- 
ing up naked on the Internet, stu- 
dents say they will continue to 
run the mile. 
LSA sophomore Anthony 
Visioni, who ran the Mile as a 
freshman, said he will run again 
tomorrow. 
"The best thing is all your 
friends coming out and watching 
you run naked and just having a 
good time - just being an idiot 
and disappointing Mom, basical- 
ly," he said. 
Visioni said he didn't see any- 
one get arrested at last year's Mile 
and being arrested isn't a con- 
cern to him. 
"I think that most people think 
(the police) say they are going to 
arrest people every year and they 
never see any one getting arrest- 
ed," he said. "People are going to 
run if they want to run." 
But several student organiza- 
tions, including the 
Interfraterniry Council and 
Panhellcnic Association, have 
formally stated they do not 
approve of the event. 
"We decided this was not a safe 
event and we wanted to let our 
members know that we're really 
taking a stance. We don't think 
this is a good idea," said ISA 
senior Danielle Whitney, vice 
president of public relations for 
Panhel. 
Crawford holds self 
defense workshop 
BG  NEWS 
Self defense for women, by 
women. 
In recognition of Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month a feminist self 
defense workshop will be held 
tonight from 6 -8 p.m. in the 
Women's Center, 108 Hanna Hall. 
Susan Crawford, Self Help 
Assault Reduction Education 
(SHARE) coordinator, who has 
been trained in the feminist self- 
defense style, will lead the work- 
shop. 
This form of self defense was 
designed to be movements and 
physical skills that women are 
more capable of doing compared 
to what other forms of self 
defense offer. 
The workshop will focus on 
awareness, body language, trust 
in intuition, verbal responses and 
physical  skills  to  disable  an 
attacker long enough to escape. 
However, this workshop teach- 
es defense to be used when a 
weapon is not involved (which is 
usually the case when the perpe- 
trator is an acquaintance). 
The attendance to the work- 
shop is on a first come, first serve 
basis with a limit of 20 women. 
The workshop is free and open 
to women among the University 
and community. 
More self-defense workshops 
intend to be offered once every 
three months based on demand. 
Private workshops will be offered 
for any organization or sorority by 
contacting Susan Crawford at 
352-2551. She can also answer 
any questions about the work- 
shop. 
Earth Week 
brings events 
ENVIRONMENT, FROM PAGE 1 
ings. The fair will feature dis- 
plays and activities for school 
children. 
According to Caudill, differ- 
ent organizations from both on 
and off campus will have infor- 
mation there. She also said the 
EAG will be selling this year's T- 
shirt. 
Also on Wednesday, the con- 
ference "Conservation 
Solutions for Northwest Ohio" 
will take place in 101B 
Olscamp. The conference is 
hosted by the Black Swamp 
Conservancy. 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
Robin Smith from the Native 
Forest Council will speak on 
"Forever Wdd...of Forever Lost" 
in Room lOlBOIcamp. 
Colette Palamar, manager of 
the Woodlot. will discuss the 
environmental center's wood- 
lot project in 115 Olscamp at 7 
p.m. Thursday. 
Then at 8:30 p.m. Thursday, 
Chad Kister of the Dysart 
Defenders will speak about 
protecting the last old-growth 
forest in Ohio. 
Caudill said Kister will speak 
on his fight to prevent oil com- 
panies from drilling in the for- 
est. 
On Friday, walking tours of 
the Woodlot will be given by 
Colette Palamar at 9 am. at the 
Woodlot on Poe Road. 
Dates changed 
on fall calendar 
USG, FROM PAGE 1 
today. 
"This is very close to what I 
originally proposed in 1984," he 
said. However, when Lancaster 
asked that finals not fall so close 
to the holidays, the administra- 
tion disagreed. 
Lancaster said the adminis- 
tration might not want to adjust 
the calendar because, right 
now, the beginning of summer 
courses is aligned with many 
high school graduations. 
Changing the calendar might 
make it difficult for students to 
take summer courses at the 
University immediately after 
graduation. 
As of now, the University's 
calendar runs in such a pattern 
that the last day of finals falls on 
December 21, 22 or 23 about 
four times in a fourteen-year 
cycle. By fall 2002, the last day of 
finals will fall on December 20, 
and that date gets earlier each 
year until 2006, when finals 
would once again end the day 
before Christmas Eve, accord- 
ing to the current system. 
The average person has    ^ 
over 1,460 dreams a year... 
Sweet Dreams!!!        2) 
Beta GOO Race 
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Sl
^ Carnival ! 
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O.A.R. Concert 
Casino Night 
issing 
Sibs n Kids ^ 
For more into * ontacl The Office of Campus Involvement .it i'119» 372-2343 
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RENTERS 
WANTED 
114 S. MAIN ST.   1, 5, *7: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown above 
Wizard Graphic*   Laundry facilities  Extra storage  FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays 
" -at  $355 00 380 00 per month for a 12 month lease, $455 00-5480 00 for a 9 month lease 
v U pMIIUtttdi 
117 N. MAIN ST.   3. 4, 5, AS: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown   Laundry   . 
facilities.   Resident pays utilities Dishwasher. All are different! $280.00-5325.00 per month for a 12 
month lease  $380 00 $425.00 for a 9 month lease Cat permitted 
311 S. MAIN ST. A*B: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown Spacious rooms I 
and lots of storage area. Gas heat Resident pays utilities $510 00 per month for a 12-month lease. Cad 
permitted. 
31S 1/2 S. MAIN ST.: Two bedroom upper residence.   Unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck. 
Gas heat. Eat in kitchen  Cat permitted  Resident pays utilities. $465.00 per month for a 12-month 
lease. 
SIS S. MAIN ST.: Two bedroom rwo story unfurnished part of a house.   Huge bedroom upstairs. 
Gas heat  Resident pays utilities. Front porch and storage area. Cat permitted. 5395.00 per month for i 
12-month lease. 
SM 1/2 S. MAIN ST.: Two bedrooms unfurnished apartment  Huge master bedroom. Front 
enclosed porch. Eat in kitchen. Rooms are very large. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Okay for 
group of four people. 5485.00 per month for a 12-month lease 
121 W. WOSSTEB ST.   A: Efficiency apartment located above The China Village  Unfurnished 
FREE WATER 8c SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. $265 00 per month for a 12-month lease. 
$365.00 for a 9-month lease  Cat permitted 
332 S. MAIN 
(ONLY OFFICE) 
352 5620 
iww newtovf—lty.oom 
NEWIPVE ttr 
    Rentals -   - ■    gjg 
USG Undergraduate Student Government * USG  Undergraduate Student 
!  USG Elections 
Vote for your student 
representatives! 
Tuesday, April 17 
Education Steps 9-5 pm 
Olscamp Cobby 9-5 pm 
_± ISA 9-1 pm 
Kreischer Sundial 5-7:30 
Wednesday, April 18 
Education Steps 9-5 pm 
^_        A Library 9- I pm 
Mac Hallway 5-7:30 pm 
Olscamp 9-5 pm 
Thursday, April 19 
Education Steps 9-5 pm 
Olscamp Cobby 9-5 pm 
Make Your 
Voice Heard/ 
OKI campus • 
ote 
USG  Undergraduate  Student Government * USG  Unilenitaiiualo Student 
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KIDNAPPED GIRL READJUSTS TO HOME LIFE 
KEARNEY, Neb. (AP) —A 17-year-old girl who spent 
nearly a week as a hostage after being kidnapped from 
a local parking lot is adjusting well to life at home 
again, her parents said. The student helped negotiate 
her own release and her captor's surrender Thursday 
after a 10-hour standoff in Rollins, Mont. 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NATION 
Klansman faces life sentence 
ByJayRwrts 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A jury 
pool three times larger than nor- 
mal was summoned Monday for 
(he trial of a former Ku Klux 
Klansman accused in one of the 
most notorious crimes of the civil 
righls era: a 1963 church bomb- 
ing that killed four black girls. 
Thomas Blanton Jr.,62. entered 
the courthouse without com- 
ment. 
"He's nervous ... scared, as any 
human being would be under the 
scrutiny he's received," defense 
attorney John Robbins said. 
If convicted. Blanlon could get 
life in prison. About 100 prospec- 
tive jurors were called. Jury selec- 
tion is expected to extend into 
next week. 
Circuit ludge James Garrett told 
the prospective jurors that the 
jury will be sequestered for the 
trial, which is expected to last at 
least two weeks, and that the 
jurors will be anonymous, identi- 
fied in court only by number. 
The explosion at the Sixteenth 
Street Baptist Church on Sept. 15, 
1963, killed Denise McNair, 11, 
and three 14-year-olds: Addie 
Mae Collins, Cynthia Wesley and 
Carole Robertson. The bombing 
galvanized the civil rights move- 
ment. 
Blanton is one of four men sus- 
pected of planting the dynamite. 
Associated Press Photo 
TRIAL A woman carrying a 
small child opens an umbrella 
as she enters the Sixteenth 
Street Baptist Church in 
Birmingham, Ala., for Easter 
Services. A powerful dynamite 
blast ripped through the wall of 
the church on Sept. 15,1963, 
killing four black girls. Nearly 
four decades later on Monday, a 
trial is set for former Ku Klux 
Klansman Thomas Blanton Jr., 
one of four Klansmen prose- 
cuters contend planted the 
bomb. Blanton has pleaded 
innocent. 
BG NEWS NATION 
BRIEFINGS 
Mississippi river 
threatens midwest 
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —The 
rising Mississippi River sub- 
merged a stretch of railroad 
track near here Monday, forc- 
ing Amtrak lo put passengers 
onto buses between 
Minneapolis and Chicago. 
The Mississippi also seeped 
into basements and covered 
parks and boat landings, 
sending residents of low-lying 
areas to higher ground. 
Flood warnings were in 
effect from the Twin Cities in 
Minnesota along the 
Minnesota-Wisconsin state 
line to northern Iowa. 
Wis. Governor's son 
charged with assault 
FRIENDSHIP Wis. (AP) — 
The son of Gov. Scott 
McCallum pleaded no contest 
to disorderly conduct and 
underage drinking and was 
placed on six months' proba- 
tion Monday after being 
accused of kicking a woman 
at a party last year. 
Zach McCallum, 19, was 
also ordered to contribute 
S5O0 to a county crime-fight- 
ing program and pay $451 in 
restitution. 
McCallum was accused of 
repeatedly kicking a 17-year- 
old woman while she was on 
the ground last June. 
Don't cry- there's still time ... but not much 
To register for summer classes at 
Bowling Green 
State Uniuersity 
* Pick up a Summer Catalog NOW! 
* Access the class schedule on the Web at conted.bgsu.edu 
* Choose your classes 
* Phone in your registration via Star at 372.8966 or 
toll-free 866.823.0001 (omsidc tea caimgarca) 
need help- 
Mygjoe/OaXOOl 
don't cry! 
Call the Summer Help-Line 372.9141 
Cat's Pajamas 
Crazy Eddie 
Benefit Concert* 
Put on by 
Environmental 
Action&roup 
I 
Benefltting 
Local 
Environmental 
Organizations 
The Sicj Creek 
Sugar Buzz 
Tonight at 4:00pm - Howards Club H 
$H.OO at the Door 
18 $ OVer 
Sponsored by EAG 
►♦♦*iijftttti**tfftiff 
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The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to 
congratulate the following New Officers and 
Cabinet Members on their Newly Elected Offices 
President (HSP) Josh Wymer 
Vice President (HJP) 1> Fonsl 
Treasurer (HE)  Zach Kay 
PD at large Greg Amend 
PD at Large  Paul Harmoa 
Alumni Director (HP) Matt Goggenbiller 
Recording Secretary ( US I Jon Brooks 
Corresponding Secretary (HCS): Nate GUI 
Editor (HR)  Daniel Sara* 
Marsluil (HM) Greg Amend 
Sgt. At Arms (HO Jiutffl Leech 
Scholarship Director (HA) Michael Sedlack 
Intramural Chairman: Joe Calabrcsc 
New Member Educator: Nllt Oshabco 
Recruitment Chairman- Jon Brooks 
Social Chairman   Matt Harmon 
Brotherhood Development Cliair: Ryan Hughes 
Coaumutin Senire Cliairman  Nick Grtsko 
Ri\k Management Cliairman  Grant Parkins 
House Manager Nick Gresko 
Kitchen Manager: Michael Scdlak 
Fund-raising Chairman: ('had Whitson 
Danet Mar cithern Chairman  Grant Parkins 
Family RfltUiumChairman- Paul Harmon 
Philanthrope Ouunman   Chris Anderson/ Josh 
Skounowski 
Lfodenhtp Development: Mike Harmon 
Technology Chairman: Jasin Kessler 
Spring 2001 The Phoenix Will Ever Rise Above The Rest! 
\l'l>    \1<I>   \1<I>  Al<l>   \L<|>   \l'l>    \1<!>   \1<I>   \.\<l>   \\<\>   \X'I>   \1<I> 
jp>pHDg, If 
keovok) 
0< 0@[JG©@ §JOD(°] Ll[JDg]S[jQ©©[?Q[fQg] d^©^ 
Looking for something to enhance your marketability? 
Consider pursuing the... 
GMflsasfeiW' off [PQOQDOQ® KteaoOGQD ®w 
lMl8Q©S®(r catf ©@Q®OD@® ODD 
©©©Qa[ps)ftB®aofflO K]®r»(KMD ®®§j[?®®y (sxr 
©®fK&GB@r»&© ODD ®@©Qfl[paiSB®oDaQD tnJcssoIKJQu 
FOP more information contact: 
Michael Bisesi, Ph.D. 
Director, Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health 
Professor and Chairman of Public Health, Medical College of Ohio 
(419) 383-4235   E-mail: mbisesi9mco.edu 
http: //www. mco. edu/al Ih/pubhealth 
sS&3<»»«- 
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 
8-10PM   ANDERSON ARENA 
ENTER TO WIN $3000 SCHOLAR- 
SHIP FOR UNDERGRADUATES AND 
A TRIP FOR TWO TO NEW YORK 
CITY FOR GRATUATING SENIOR 
PLUS THESE OTHER GREAT PRIZES! 
Stereo 
Television 
Sony Playstation 2 
Gift certificates 
to local eateries 
Free Food! 
Best of BG 
Contest 
Puza Subs-Breadsticks 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
I » E     Beyond BG Raffle      Enter at Beyond BG jtfj«f"^       Name .  
Phone. 
Undergraduate 
1V17\JCC Senior       Junior      Sophomore     Freshmen 
X\I1<TT>J (circle one) 
(«,  
youz*£!Z&&n~ 
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Mississippi votes on 
Confederate emblem 
Associated Press Photo 
PRAYING: Thomas Ellison, 5, 
of Gaffney, S.C., bows his head 
during the benediction 
Saturday, at a rally supporting 
the 1894 Mississippi flag at 
the Mississippi State Capitol in 
Jackson, Miss. Mississippi vot- 
ers head to the polls today to 
decide whether or not to keep 
the flag or adopt a new design 
for the state flag. 
By Emily Wapter 
1HE ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
JACKSON, Miss. — Mississippi 
voters decide Tuesday whether to 
banish the last state flag in the 
nation to prominently feature the 
Confederate emblem. 
Voters will have two choices: 
keep the 1894 flag with the 
Confederate emblem of stars and 
bars, or adopt a new flag that 
replaces the Confederate symbol 
with 20 white stars on a blue 
square, denoting Mississippi's 
role as the 20th state. 
Supporters of the current flag 
see it as a tie to Mississippi's her- 
itage. Opponents see it as a sym- 
bol of racism and slavery that will 
only hurt Mississippi's reputation 
with the rest of America. 
The issue came to the fore 
when the state Supreme Court 
ruled last May that the 1894 flag is 
not officially the state flag 
because its design was not carried 
forward when Mississippi's laws 
were updated in 1906. 
The Legislature decided to let 
the voters choose between the 
old flag and a new one. 
"Mississippi has the perception 
of a racist state. In a global econo- 
my, Mississippi needs to present a 
flag that represents all its people," 
said Eugene Bryant, president of 
the Mississippi NAACR "We're not 
seeking to destroy history or her- 
itage. We're demanding respect 
for our own history and heritage." 
Kenneth McNease, whose 
great-great-grandfather fought 
for the Confederacy, said the new 
flag will not change people's atti- 
tudes about race. 
"What's to stop them next year 
from saying we want to take the 
crosses off the churches because 
the Ku Klux Klan has been burn- 
ing crosses in people's yards?" he 
asked. 
In a poll last month, two-thirds 
of respondents favored keeping 
the 1894 flag. The poll, commis- 
sioned by The Associated Press 
and other news organizations, 
was conducted before advocates 
on either side geared up with ads, 
telephone calls and rallies. 
Last year, South Carolina law- 
makers, after months of political 
turmoil and economic pressure 
from the NAACR removed a 
Confederate flag from atop the 
Statehouse dome. In January, 
Georgia legislators shrank the 
Confederate symbol that domi- 
nated that state's flag since the 
1950s. 
Space shuttle to take off Thursday 
By Marcia Dunn 
THE ASS0CIA1E0 PRESS 
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla —The 
countdown began Monday for 
the launch of space shuttle 
Endeavour on a critical space sta- 
tion construction mission involv- 
ing high-tech robotics. 
Endeavour is scheduled to lift 
off Thursday afternoon carrying 
a 57-foot, 9-inch robotic arm for 
the international space station 
that will be used as a construc- 
tion crane. 
The seven astronauts arrived 
at Kennedy Space Center several 
hours before the countdown 
clocks began ticking. It is the 
most internationally diverse crew 
ever assembled by NASA: four 
U.S. astronauts, one Russian, one 
Canadian and one Italian. 
Commander Kent Rominger 
greeted the crowd in all four lan- 
guages: Good morning. Dobroye 
utro. Bonjour. Buongiomo. 
"We just flew over 
(Endeavour). She's looking great 
on the pad," Rominger told 
reporters. 
American astronaut John 
Phillips said he celebrated his 
50th birthday on Sunday with a 
cake and a single candle. 
"But that was nothing," he 
said, grinning, "because in three 
days we get to light those great 
big old candles and it's going to 
be awesome." 
Forecasters put the odds of 
good launch weather at 90 per- 
cent. 
The major objective of the 11- 
day mission is the installation of 
the space station's new robotic 
arm. Two spacewalks will be 
required to make all the connec- 
tions. 
Endeavour also is loaded with 
an Italian cargo carrier named 
Raffaello after the 16th-century 
artist It will be the second of 
three Italian cargo carriers to be 
launched to the space station: 
Leonardo hauled up supplies last 
month. 
In preparation for Endeavour's 
arrival, the three residents of the 
space station undocked a 
Russian supply ship on Monday. 
The ship was loaded with trash 
and burned up upon entering 
the atmosphere. 
Station commander Yuri 
Usachevand his U.S. crewmates, 
lim Voss and Susan Helms, have 
been living aboard space station 
Alpha since mid-March. 
The shuttle crew is bringing 
them a two-month supply of 
food, spare parts for a broken 
treadmill and computer pieces. 
There are also a few treats, like 
Canadian salmon and musk-ox 
jerky and Italian Parmesan 
cheese. 
Yahoo! donates anti-hate ads to charities 
By Anick lesdanun 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK — Yahoo! Inc., an 
online portal long criticized for 
running forums for racist groups, 
is donating millions of dollars 
worth of ads to charitable causes, 
including one promoting racial 
tolerance. 
Anti-hate banner ads began 
appearing on Yahoo last week, 
and the company said it had 
pledged $3 million worth, or 
about 120 million messages dur- 
ing the next three years. 
"Bias doesn't just happen. 
What are you teaching your kids? 
JESUS IS RISEN, 
NOW WHAT? 
BIBLE STUBY LEB BY PAST0B 
DALE SCHAEFER 
Teach in \jr cl11 TO ITIIO and 
kids will lOOk Up to you, too. 
You can teach anywhere. But in California, you can teach where the Redwoods soar - 
along with the hearts and minds of the children in your classroom. Submit an application 
and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring now. 
Visit our website at www.calteach.com or call toll-free, 1 -888-CalTeach 
• Competitive starting salaries and benefits 
• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide 
• Housing and cost of living incentives 
• Strong community support for teachers 
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery 
CiilTy'dcjj] 
Left Coast. Right Job" 
Fight hate and promote toler- 
ance," reads one ad produced for 
Yahoo by the Southern Poverty 
Law        Center's website 
Toleranceorg. 
The ads began appearing three 
months after the company 
banned Nazi and other hate 
materials from its online auc- 
tions. Officials said Yahoo is also 
working on campaigns focusing 
on AIDS, the environment, disas- 
ter relief and equal access to tech- 
nology. 
Many ads will be triggered 
automatically by users typing in 
words such as "Nazi," which will 
prompt anti-hate messages, or 
"wildlife," which will trigger pro- 
environmental slogans. 
"It's part of being a good corpo- 
rate citizen," said Murray 
Gaylord, Yahoo's vice president of 
brand marketing. 
Gaylord said the decision to 
donate ads was made indepen- 
dently of criticism Yahoo has 
received for allowing online chats 
on white supremacy and the Ku 
Klux Klan. 
ri* The average, person has \ 
rS^er f,*teO dreams a year... 
v&.      Sweet Oreamsfff      4 
LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With VS.' 
517 E. REED - At Thurstin One Bedroom. 1 Bath, 
Furnished or Unfurnished. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00 
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $425.00 
451 THURSTIN - Acrou from Offenhauer. 
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath. 
School Year ■ One Person Rate - $370.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00 
505 CLOUGH ■ Campus Manor. 
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn. or Unfum. 
School Year - One Person Rate ■ $410.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00 
605 SECOND • One Bedroom Unfurnished. 
School Year ■ One Person Rate - $385.00 
One Year • One Person Rate - $340.00 
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00 
707. 711. 71S. 719. 723.727 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished. 
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00 
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00 
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfum. 
School Year - Furnished ■ Two Person - $575.00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480.00 
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath, 
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00 
One Year - One Person Rate • $400.00 
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished, 
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00 
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $555.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $460.00 
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00 
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00 
Furnished - One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $500.00 
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ud»e Manor. 
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $615.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00 
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00 
Houses For August Leases 
256 S. College. Unit #B - Two Bedroom, limit 
4 people. $700.00 per month. Lease 8723/01 
to 8/10/02. 
I 530 E. Merrv - Three Bedroom, Limit 4 people. 
$750.00 per month Lease 6723/01 to 8/10/02. 
605 Second - Four Bedroom. Limit 4 people. 
$760.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
710 Eighth - Three Bedroom, Limit 3 people. 
$920.00 per month. Lease 8/2301 o 8/10/02. 
m 
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SERB TO FACE GENOCIDE CHARGES 
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) —A Bosnian Serb 
who was a commander in the bloody siege of 
Srebrenica was jailed at The Hague on Monday to face 
trial on charges he helped massacre thousands of 
Muslims, then tried to hide the deaths by reburying 
the victims. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Police arrest Filipino 
president for graft 
By lim Gomez 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MANILA, Philippines — 
Former President loseph Estrada 
turned himself in on Monday 
after an arrest warrant was issued. 
In a new humiliation, the ousted 
president was fingerprinted by 
police before being released on 
bond. 
It was believed to be the first 
time the Philippines has issued 
an arrest warant against a presi- 
dent. The special anti-graft court 
vowed to make an example of 
Estrada in his successor Gloria 
Macapagal Arroyo's fight against 
corruption. 
"Nobody is above the law," said 
Narciso S. Nario, one of the jus- 
tices in the Sandiganbayan, the 
special anti-graft court. "We have 
to bring to court anybody who 
violates the law whether he is the 
most powerful man in the coun- 
try or the lowliest laborer." 
Estrada was forced to leave the 
presidential palace on Ian. 20 by 
mass protests demanding he 
resign over a corruption scandal. 
In a sign of how far he has fall- 
en since, police on Monday fin- 
gerprinted Estrada, who submit- 
ted his own mug shots. Flanked 
by bodyguards, he was accompa- 
nied by his wife—who is running 
for Senate in May 14 elections — 
and three of his children. 
Arraignment was scheduled for 
• May 17, three days after the bal- 
I bring. Estrada has professed his 
I innocence and accused rivals of 
5 fabricating the charges. 
There have been concerns that 
I arresting Estrada could spark 
I protests among the poor, the 
backbone of his support. About 
,' 30 supporters greeted him out- 
I side his posh Manila home before 
Associated Press Photo 
ARRESTED: A supporter of ousted Philippine President Joseph 
Estrada holds Estrada's photo during a rally outside his residence 
in suburban San Juan, east of Manilla on Monday. A special anti- 
graft court issued an arrest warrant for Estrada on two charges 
linked to alleged corruption in office. It was believed to be the first 
time that a warrant has been issued for a Filipino president. 
he headed to the court, where a 
similar number of backers wait- 
ed. 
As riot police watched, the 
crowd swelled to about 500 peo- 
ple before dispersing after 
Estrada left. 
"We'll go to jail with him. We 
will give our lives to him, includ- 
ing that of my grandson," said 
Milagros Galiano, a 56-year-old 
vendor holding an 8-year-old 
child. "He's a good person, unlike 
other bad presidents." 
On the same day that a new 
corruption accusation was filed 
against Estrada in connection 
with a land deal, the 
Sandiganbayan issued a warrant 
Monday for his arrest on two of 
the eight charges already filed 
against him. 
Prosecutors     said     some 
charges were being withdrawn 
so they can concentrate on the 
most serious accusation, plunder. 
It is a capital offense, and no bail 
is available. 
The warrant charges were graft, 
for allegedly skimming $2.6 mil- 
lion in tobacco taxes, and perjury 
for allegedly misstating net assets 
of $700,000 in 1991. They carry 
total bail of $800. 
Estrada's attorney Raymund 
Fortun said the ousted leader 
took the news of the warrant 
calmly. "He's OK. He's prepared." 
RET iFf Mf NT      INSURANCE     MmUAliPIH     THUS! St RVI t ES 
Deferring taxes with 
TIAA-CREF can be so 
rewarding, you'll wonder ""*?/ 
why you didn't do it sooner. 
Unique 
loan 
feature 
/•ST 
o
One of the fastest ways lo build a retirement nest egg 
«through tax-de'erred Supplemental Retirement 
Annuities ($RAs> from TIAA-CREF 
Your funds are automatically deducted from your pay- 
check, so it's easy to bu 'd income to supp'ernent your 
pension and Sooal Secu'ily* f '.pwialy since you' SRA 
contributions grow jndinir.ished by ta*es until you 
withdraw the funds 
And you may even be able to borrow fund* against your 
SRA—a unioue benefit ol choosing TIAA-CREF 
bowiiyrtd'.   uH i r»w-._t\ti-stow expenses ana invest- 
men: expertise help you burfd a 
comfortable retirement. We 
think you will find it rewarding 
inyearstoccme 
IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH 
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL 
SI02.068 
(67314 
lu*HnNu,i»p 
INVEST AS Unit AS 
J25 * month 
through an automatic 
payroll plan1' 
•We Urt<W itond :«**. *>ir>o<a*« v<* to agi 
iuOjKt to rtftnrtcttt. a"d to a 10** t&Hwit ta< 
V41.2.12 
S31.9.1.1 
SI3.052 
SI I.6O0 
In Ml h>pr«helii-i1 eumple. ^HiriK *wdr SICK!» moult in * 
ia< deterred imfMmcm»iiri in 81 reum in • Ml U. 
had* *fi<»-» bntcr [nj-ih (run thr vjrrn MI tnvur.i rail 
into■ uviiifiKVOU* Toulmurr»<n]pnn:ipt|>ihKo( 
IBVIMMM •ill Bmw. «'-l yield rruy tttj  The clurt 
J(- "i n p.tf rued tor illuuroiix purpmei only *nd doe* not 
reflevi acmiJ rwrforrnan**. or preditt ruiuie rt.ulo. of art) 
TIAA-CREF account, a frfVrvi ttlMM 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it." 
1.800.842.2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
For mtjn) compW* «i(o"rwjt)Oft on our uxuriltfl pmOuCll. call 1 800 S42 2? 33. fit 5S09. lor proiDfttum Read them cartful* bflCKf you 
■nmt 1. Check *ith your -HMutron lor *Mrtab*ty 2 fou may oe at*- to *w«i up to ir» *$ maximum of S'O.SOO par *# To iKW a 
prrionaMetJ calculation ot your mawnum contnbubon. <aa TUA-CHf f at I 800 84? 2776 • liAA<R[f mdr/tiuJ and knMunonil Service!. 
wc and toachen Penorul irrmtori Vrvxev hx Onu-buie itcuniiM produciv • iMcnan Biyuranc* and Annuity Awociaicn (TIAA), New 
v
"i.KTnH|) VAfl",fl" U* insurance Co. Maw Vet. N* <uue anurancr and annum* ■ Ti AA-CftEf Tiuvt Company. fSB prondK fuit serv- 
<« • Invtflrrvant produrti ttt not fbtC mwrad, may tow valu* and arc not bank guaranteed. O 2001 Tractor* insurance and 
Annurty Awexiation-Collfye Retirement tout** fund, New Wjrk, NY OlrtM aft 1 — i  
Ship carrying child 
slaves found off Africa 
By Glenn McKenzie 
IHE ASSOCIATE D PRESS 
COTONOU, Benin — Fears 
were growing Monday for 
scores of children on a suspect- 
ed slave ship as U.N. and 
African officials investigated 
the possibility the decrepit 
cargo vessel could have covert- 
ly docked somewhere on 
Africa's western coast. 
The U.N. children's agency 
did not rule out the possibility 
that the ship's captain, a 
Nigerian with a criminal past, 
could have thrown die children 
overboard. 
Benin appealed Monday for 
help from the United Nations 
and Western countries in the 
search for the Nigerian-regis- 
tered ship, the MV Etireno. 
The boat was refused entry 
at two African ports after clan- 
destinely leaving Cotonou, 
Benin's commercial capital, at 
least 10 days ago. It was 
believed to be carrying 100 to 
250 children from Benin and 
other countries in the region. 
The vessel was originally 
turned  away  from  Gabon, 
where authorities believe those 
behind the operation were plan- 
ning to sell the children as unpaid 
domestic or plantation workers. 
On Thursday, it was also 
refused port in Douala, 
Cameroon, according to U.N. 
and Benin officials. 
Despite international efforts to 
stamp out child trafficking, it 
remains a serious problem in 
West and Central Africa, where 
desperately poor parents are 
sometimes willing to give up their 
children for as little as $14 to 
smuggling rings that promise to 
educate them and find them jobs. 
Boys are then typically resold to 
cotton and cocoa plantations for 
as much as $340 in countries 
such as Gabon and Ivory Coast. 
Girls often end up as domestic 
workers or prostitutes. 
Nicolas Pion, a senior UNICEF 
official in Benin, said the organi- 
zation was "really very frustrated'' 
and increasingly worried about 
the children. 
"When we heard that (the cap- 
tain) has a criminal past, we 
imagined the worst, and the 
worst is that thev could have been 
thrown overboard," he said. 
Because of the length of time 
the ship had been at sea, it was 
"doubtful" the passengers had 
enough food or water, Pron said. 
UNICEF and government offi- 
cials also worried the ship could 
have docked in a neighboring 
country, such as Nigeria, where 
corruption is rife and port regula- 
tions are lax. 
The Nigerian police and navy 
have deployed along the coast to 
search for the vessel, officials said. 
A sighting was reported 
Saturday near the Nigerian port 
of Calabar, but the ship disap- 
peared before it could be inter- 
cepted, said Tundc Fagbohungbe 
of the country's Women 
Trafficking and Child Labor 
Eradication Foundation. 
Both UNICEF and the Benin 
government were also investigat- 
ing rumors the ship had docked 
in Equatorial Guinea, a small 
Central African country wedged 
between Cameroon and Gabon. 
But a UNICEF official said by 
telephone from the country's 
capital, Malabo, the ship had not 
docked in either of the ports. 
A «ni M 
TDNITIES 
Northwestern College of Chiropractic 
Northwestern can provide you with an education uniquely focused on the 2 
century   Just ask our 4.000 alumni   They are practicing trom America 
Zimbabwe, as solo practitioners and m interdisciplinary settings They know t 
our FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE has earned us an international reputation 
a pioneer in chiropractic education, patient care  and scientific reseat] 
Northwestern is a limited enrollment, private institution featuring a wefl-roun 
ed. rigorous educational program integrating the basic and clinical sciences, 
nosis. X-ray. chiropractic therapeutics weilnessradapraclice management 
Our pioneering clinical internship programoterdtsoplinary study opportuni- 
ties and a state-of-the-art student clme provide our graduates #UM(*RAL- 
LELED CLINICAL FOUNDATION    Add our Career Services Center wher 
>. 
we assist our graduates in job placen 
and you can understand why our grr. 
ates have such a high satisfaction I 
with their careers 
I For a personal visit or moie detailed m 
I matron, call a Northwestern admissi< 
[counselor at1-800-888-4777 or 
I go virtual at www nwheatth.edu 
A college of 
NW 
NORTHWESTERN 
HEALTH SCIENCE" 
uNivEnsrrv 
2501 W EMtti Si 
Minneapolis. MN 55431 
DO YOU WANT 
TO MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE? 
IF YOU DO, THEN WE INVITE YOU or YOUR ORGANIZATION 
TO COME AND FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
"Make A Difference Day 2001" 
What is Make A Difference Day? 
> It is NETWORKING. 
> It is FUN. 
> It creates FRIENDSHIPS. 
> It is HELPING OTHERS. 
Wednesday, April 18, 2001 
Olscamp Hall, Room 104 
12:30-1:30 p.m. 
FYI: Lunch will be provided 
Please RSVP TODAY to: 
Amy Hine, , 
The Office of Campus Involvement. 
204 South Hall at 372-2343 or 
c mail her at amyhine@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
i 
Office C 
jment 
DmDiasunwn 
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Credit abused by college students 
By Ashley M.Keher 
U-WIRC 
WASHINGTON - li was a crisp 
October weekend in New 
Hampshire when Kelly Pearson's 
father told her they were going to 
have a barbecue in honor of her 
weekend visit home from college. 
"Oh really? What are we hav- 
ing?" she asked as her father hit 
the gas switch on the big black 
grill 
"Your credit cards." 
Out came Pearson's wallet and 
the two carefully extracted the 
shiny Visa card her parents had 
co-signed and she had maxed 
out. Together they tossed it into 
the crackling orange Games and 
watched the silver eagle holo- 
gram melt and the shiny, but 
well-used, green plastic drip 
through the blackened grates. 
In October the 22-year-old 
senior at The George Washington 
University had rung up almost 
$9,000 in debt among four differ- 
ent credit cards Accompanying 
the ceremonial credit card cook- 
out was an early graduation pre- 
sent from her parents - a $5,000 
check to pay off some of the bill. 
Now six months later, 
Pearson's debt has dropped to 
about $3,000 between three 
cards: a gold and blue USAir fre- 
quent flyer visa, a silver Citibank 
MasterCard and a Capitol One 
visa card emblazoned with a 
tranquil ocean scene. 
"I'm a nutcase with my credit 
cards," Pearson said. "I have one 
of my friends hold two of them - - 
my Capitol One and my Citibank 
- because I'm trying to pay those 
down. I had him hide them in his 
apartment, so not only do I have 
to call him but I have to physical- 
ly walk over there if I want to use 
them. I used to give them to my 
roommate to hide, but I'd always 
find them and run them back 
up- 
According to data compiled by 
the NellieMae financial and stu- 
dent loan company, Pearson isn't 
alone in her credit card worries. 
Seventy-eight percent of college 
students carry a credit card in 
their own name. In a credit card 
usage study of its college clients, 
the company found that the aver- 
age student has three credit cards 
and is carrying almost $2,800 
worth of credit card debt. Most 
troubling to financial managers is 
the trend toward increased credit 
card debt. This year's $2,800 fig- 
ure is $ 1,000 higher than the aver- 
age balance recorded two years 
ago. 
While another study conduct- 
ed by Student Monitor, a New 
lersey-based market research 
group referred to U-WIRE by 
both Visa and MasterCard offi- 
cials, disputes NellieMae's data 
and shows the average student 
carries 1.89 credit cards and that 
the average unpaid balance is 
$577, financial planners and 
experts in the credit industry are 
worried that college students are 
accruing debt levels well beyond 
their means. 
To Pearson, each of her credit 
cards has its own personality. She 
calls me USAir card, notably her 
favorite, a "bad-ass card." 
"The Citibank, which every 
college student has, is great 
because it has an 8.9 percent 
APR," Pearson said ticking off the 
qualities of each of her three 
remaining cards. "I like to look at 
the ocean on the Capitol One 
card. 1 think about how I can't 
afford to go there because I 
racked so much up." 
Pearson got her first card, in 
her own name, her sophomore 
#1 Summer Job 
$6.25/hr base fate fof most positions. PLUS 
me best bonus plan in the industry - an extra 
$l/hr! Dozens of different types of jobs: bar 
tender, ride operator, lifeguard, sales, hotel staff. 
Even internships for college, what's nght for you' 
#1 Amusement Park 
you call this work' Unlimited access to the 
over 150 rides and attractions of the best 
park on the planet. Free tickets for friends, 
and after flours parties with the rest of 
the 4.000 summer staff 
#1 Coasters 
What other |ob offers the best coasters in the 
world? 14 in all - including Millennium Force,1" 
Americas tallest and fastest! 
Interview with us! 
Bowling Green State University 
Wednesday, April 18 
10 am - 4 pm 
Olscamp Hall 
Apply online at 
cedarpoint.com. 
1-800-668-JOBS 
for more information. 
SKE 
Amusement Park/Resort ^F|| | V 
Sandusky. Ohio 
No apponnmeni necessary EO€ Bonuses are pad to employees after they ruXM the* Employment 
Agreements Low cost housing and internships avariaDte KM qualified applicants 
www.newlovoraalty.com nvww.nowlovaroaltv.com www.nowlovoreally.com 
I .< »< »I*   "%c> Furtlier 
Graduate And Professional Housing 
338 1/2 Wallace: One bedroom upper duplex. 
Unfurnished. Extra closet space. Storage shed 
located behind garage. Off street parking. Nice 
residential area. Resident pays utilities. $455.00 
per month for a 12-month lease. 
534 S. Grove St.: Two bedroom unfurnished 
house. Large enclosed front porch. Residential 
area. Large yard. One car garage. Resident 
pays utilities. $725.00 per month for a 12-month 
lease. 
331 N. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished 
lower apartment. ALL FREE UTILITIES. $650.00 
per month for a 12-month lease. 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main (Our only office) 
352-5620 
....ninlaviriilly.com www.nawlovaraal1y.com www.nawlovaraally.com 
itr 
year in college. 
"I got it online," she said. "It 
was so easy. You can get approved 
in 60 seconds." 
Now to keep track of spending, 
she keeps an Excel spreadsheet 
itemizing her monthly expendi- 
tures: $650 a month at restau- 
rants and bars; $500 a month at 
CVS; $500 a month for rent. Then 
there's money for necessities, like 
her cell phone bill and groceries. 
"I charge all this stuff because 
it's the mentality I have," she said. 
"I can't fix it. It's because it's plas- 
tic and you're not seeing the 
money being taken away. It does- 
n't feel like a real transaction." 
Now, working full-time at a law 
firm, her goal is to have her entire 
balance paid before starting law 
school in August. And she hopes 
to keep it off for good. 
Steve Rhode, the president and 
co-founder of Myvesta.org, a 
non-profit Internet-based credit 
counseling service, spends a lot 
of time helping people find a way 
to manage debt. 
"When it comes to credit card 
marketing, the first issuer that 
gets that card into someone's 
hands wins," he said. "People 
hold on to that card. They're will- 
ing to take a risk on college stu- 
dents because many have part- 
time jobs and may have the bank 
ofmomanddad." 
The problem he finds from 
mixing college students and 
credit cards is a lack of education, 
Rhode said. 
"I have college students who 
tell me they know more about 
condoms then credit cards," he 
said. 
To try and teach his own 13- 
year-old daughter about budget- 
ing money and credit early on, 
Rhode got her a pre-paid credit 
card last month. 
"I'd lather get her over that 
thrill of having a card while I have 
some parental input than send- 
ing her off to college and be sur- 
prised when she gets a card when 
she walks by a sorority giving 
away free t-shirts," Rhode said. 
The main reasons Americans - 
- and often college students - are 
so dependent on money and the 
purchasing power of credit cards, 
are psychological, Rhode said. 
"It's a status thing. We want to 
fit in, we want to be accepted and 
to be part of a certain crowd," he 
said. "In order to fit in we have to 
acquire things that make us part 
of that group. We buy a certain 
sweater or a certain type of car 
and it creeps up on us and then 
we've got this huge balance." 
Brian Shane, a 2000 University 
of Maryland graduate, got his first 
and only card the summer he 
worked at Camden Yards in 
Baltimore three years ago when 
he signed up in order to give a 
friend the free subscription gift. 
"I decided I might as well use 
it," Shane said. "I bought a new 
printer and some baseball tickets. 
And all of a sudden I owed $500 
and I wasn't making enough 
money to cover the whole bill, 
which is the cardinal sin of credit 
cards. I started high and just 
never got rid of it." 
Three years later, he carries a 
balance of almost $2,000 and has 
a $5,000 credit limit. He already 
paid off 51,800 after graduation. 
To better manage money, he tries 
to use cash and limit the credit 
card for emergencies only. But 
when he was in school, his phi- 
losophy was different. 
"When you're a college student 
and you go to a bar with a credit 
card, you might as well be getting 
free drinks all night," Shane said. 
Many students say they feel 
targeted by the credit card com- 
panies because they form the 
perfect credit demographic 
"I don't think college students 
... know what it means to be care- 
ful with their money," Shane said. 
"It's like they're going to have to 
learn the hard way what it's like to 
be in debt. Some people are 
down right abusive with their 
cards. It's easy to pay for some- 
thing and forget about it for a 
month." 
Nina Prikazsky, vice president 
of operations for NellieMae, says 
her company has noticed an 
alarming increase in college cred - 
it debt over the past six years. 
"It's a fairly new phenomena," 
she said. "In recent years, stu- 
dents are coming to use already 
having four and five credit cards 
and already having credit card 
balances and no job. Credit card 
companies see this as a way to get 
customers early and for life." 
At Money Management 
International, the parent compa- 
ny for Consumer Credit 
Counseling Service, the average 
client is 29 years old, with eight 
credit cards and $25,000 in out- 
standing debt, said Rudy 
Cavazos, director of corporate 
and media relations. 
"What that tells me is that peo- 
ple had to acquire that debt 
somewhere and usually we find it 
is college credit cards," Cavazos 
said. 
Critics claim the major credit 
card companies are trying to lure 
college students in, betting on 
lifetime brand loyalty. But to cap- 
ture a new customer, the compa- 
nies have to take a financial risk 
by offering credit to students who 
often only have a part-time job, 
or no job at all. 
But the major credit card com- 
panies defend their actions to 
solicit young users. 
"There are plenty of statistics 
that support the idea that college 
students are wise and responsible 
with their credit cards," said 
Catherine Cummings, vice presi- 
dent of consumer affairs for 
MasterCard International. "Over- 
all, our industry experience is 
that students are responsible 
users of credit and very conscious 
that their use of credit today 
affects their future." 
Cummings cites 2000 data 
from Student Monitor, a market 
research firm, which shows 16 
percent of college students use 
their credit cards at least once a 
month. Fourteen percent use it 
less frequently. Fifty-nine percent 
pay their monthly credit card bill 
in full and of the 41 percent who 
do carry a balance, 81 percent 
pay more than the minimum 
amount due. 
Eric Weil, the managing part- 
ner for Student Monitor says 
many college students are often 
in better financial situations than 
adults 
"The fact of the matter is it's 
been our experience that college 
students are more responsible 
managing credit cards and the 
responsibilities of the credit cards 
then their parents are," Weil said. 
"If you dig a little deeper, you'll 
find the percentage of students 
who carry a balance forward each 
month is lower than the adult 
population." 
The reason college students 
are often better customers is 
because many students acquire 
credit to establish credit -- not to 
make more purchases like many 
adults do, Weil said. 
Students need to establish a 
solid credit rating to rent apart- 
ments, buy cars and apply for 
loans. 
& Beckley Cardy 
Two Great Names—One Great Company 
looking for a Summer Job In Mansfield? 
School Specialty, Inc./Beckley Cardy has been in Mansfield, Ohio for more than 35 years. 
Each summer we hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution 
center. We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet new friends, multi- 
ple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages. 
We have many positions available. If you are looking for the opportunity to earn some real 
money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an application.  If you 
prefer to stop by our office, we are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For fur- 
ther information, call us at 419-589-1496 or 800-305-0174, extension 1496. 
NOW  LEASING 
Field Manor Apartments 
•2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have 
dishwasher and garbage disposals. 
•675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate) 
Field Avenue Apartments 
•2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apartments 
with dishwashers and garbage disposals 
•675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate) 
•625/ mo. and electric (3 person rate) 
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The following local 
businesses are offering 
special discounts to BGSU 
Seniors in appreciation for 
their patronage. 
.SUBWflV* 
Seniors - Buy one 6 inch sub, get one 
FREE with the purchase of a medium 
drink 
* Must Show student I.D. 
BG Locations Only • April 18, 2001 only. 
*%£** 
$1.00 off any regular priced CD, 
pre-recorded cassette or music 
video 
(excludes sale Items « specials] 
128 H. Main SL-352-7677 
Must Han Student Ms 4-18-01 art* 
To honor BGSU's graduating class we are offering 
discounts on tattoo's and piercings based on GPA as 
follows: 
2.0=50% off 3.2=65% off 
2.4=55% off 3.6=70% off 
2.8=60% off 4.0=75% off 
136 N. Main* 353-5608 
Please present student I.D. 
and proof of current CPA 
Discounts offered to seniors only • 4-18-01 only 
Hillards 
156 N. Main St. 
352-9174 
Spring Special Sale 
60% OFF Framed Fine Art 
100's of selections: Redlin, Wysocki, Maass, 
Millette, Meger, Wild Wings, Hadley House, 
Everlasting Images. 
30% OFF Goebel Hummels 
50% OFF All Hallmark Cards with this Ad 
Good 4-18-01 only 
MJSTAN 
425 E. Wooster St. 
352-7889 
Tan Everyday till graduation for 
$20.00! 
Must show student I.D. • Valid 4-18-01 to 5-12-01 
Kir ■*•*- 
Senior Guys $7.00 Haircuts 
Senior Girls $17.00 Haircuts 
Until Graduation 
Valid 4-18-01 to 5-12-01 
Must Show Valid I.D. 
354-2016 • 425 E. Wooster 
Free' K&ntals CvrtOfOowtef to- fCryt 
1/ide* SfiectruaK   15 yevtior thatg&to-SeyoiruiUBG 
T-shirt Tables 
(L&ccUred/ orv EcLtAcatt&n/ Stepy) 
'Vcdca Sftectxum 
Good/$-18~01 Only 
Beyond 
o 
Cream 
25% Off Any Item 
Must show Valid ID 
4-18-01 only 
Restraining order 
extended at Illinois U. 
University not allowed to 
talk with athletic recruits 
during court hearings. 
By Ashley Kennedy 
U-WIRS 
CHAMPAIGN, III. - For at least 
another two months, the battle 
between the University of Illinois 
and the American Civil Liberties 
Union of Illinois will continue. 
Judge Michael Mihm and the 
attorneys representing the 
University and the ACLU agreed 
via a teleconference call Thursday 
to extend the conditions outlined 
in a temporary restraining order 
until lune 11. That day, a hearing 
will decide whether to implement 
a preliminary injunction, which 
would essentially continue the 
terms of the temporary restrain- 
ing order. 
The temporary restraining 
order, which was ordered last 
Friday, bars the University from 
prohibiting students and staff 
from contacting potential athletic 
recruits about the Chief lllini 
week controversy. 
Mihm ruled in favor of the 
ACLU, declaring that the ACLU 
had a "likelihood of success" in 
defending its case. The University 
indicated in Thursday's telecon- 
ference call that it will continue to 
back its position in the legal bat- 
tle. 
From now until lune 1, a "dis- 
covery period" will be in effect. 
Both sides' attorneys will issue 
documents, briefings and depo- 
sitions, which are sworn state- 
ments taken outside of the court- 
room. The discovery period will 
allow the University and ACLU 
attorneys to better immerse 
themselves in the case, ACLU 
spokesman Ed Yohnka said. 
University spokesman Bill 
Murphy said the extra time is 
important to determine an end to 
the lawsuit. 
"The University's position is 
that the best thing for all parties 
concerned is to have a full and a 
fair hearing on the issue," he said. 
"We've agreed to have the 
restraining order in place in order 
to accomplish that." 
The ACLU filed suit against the 
University   on   March   22   in 
response to Chancellor Michael 
Aiken's March 2 mass e-maiL The 
e-mail stated that all students and 
staff must first talk to the Division 
of Intercollegiate Athletics' com- 
pliance director before contact- 
ing potential recruits. Aiken has 
defended his e-mail, saying it was 
meant to protect the University 
from being punished by the 
NCAA The A&U called Aiken's 
directive a breach of the First 
Amendment 
Yohnka sail it is still the ACLU s 
priority to de ;nd free speech. 
"We U con taue to move for- 
ward in defa se of this principle 
and in defen eof the plaintiffs," 
he said. 
Stephen Kaufman, one of the 
case's plaintiffs, said that his 
group of anti-Chief activists 
would take advantage of the two 
months when the University is 
under restraint 
"We do now have the opportu- 
nity to go forward to contact the 
students, the coaches and who- 
ever else we might like to discuss 
the issue with, Kaufman said. 
"And we're planning to do thiL" 
Until recently, the NCAA'had 
not responded to the lawsuit. 
Cornell students protest 
greenhouse gas emission 
By Stacy Williams ■•WIRE 
ITHACA. N.Y. - Kyoto Now! - 
Cornell University students sit- 
ting, sleeping and operating daily 
demonstrations outside of Day 
Hall since last Wednesday - are 
planning a rally to coincide with 
what some believe will be a major 
meeting with University adminis- 
trators Monday. 
The rally, Kyolopalooza, will 
begin at 4 p.m. to coincide with 
the discussions taking place 
inside Day Hall, which are sched- 
uled for 4:30 p.m. 
"I believe (loday'sl negotia- 
tions are the crucial ones, said 
David Unger '02, who has helped 
Kyoto Now! prepare for the dis- 
cussions. "We are close, and 
something has to tip the scales 
one way or another." 
"I believe an agreement will be 
reached (Monday)," Unger said 
Sunday night. 
The key divergence between 
the administration and Kyoto 
Now! supporters lies in wording 
emphasizing the extent of 
Cornell's effort toward emission 
reduction goals. 
Administrators expressed a 
commitment to work toward the 
goals, while protesters want it 
explicitly stated that goals will be 
reached. 
Currently, protesters are asking 
for a reduction of 7 percent below 
1990 emission levels by 2008, 
with noticeable progress by 2005. 
The protesters have been collect- 
ing signatures endorsing the 
Kyoto Now! campaign since 
Wednesday. 
According to  Undesignated 
Representative Michael 
Bronstein 02, the 15 members of 
the Student Assembly who previ- 
ously supported the University's 
more vague position of working 
toward the goals, have now offi- 
cially committed to support the 
protesters' wording. Bronstein 
confirmed that these 15 mem- 
bers support what Kyoto Now! 
members will argue for in 
Monday's meeting with the 
administration. 
"It is imperative that the 
University commit to a goal of 
reducing greenhouse gas emis- 
sions," said Frankie Lind '01. 
Should such progress be made, 
ending a six day-long protest, it 
will be done without the presence 
of Harold D. Craft, jr., vice presi- 
dent for administration and chief 
financial officer. 
Craft issued the statement last 
week that detailed the 
University's position on the Kyoto 
Protocol, one that demonstrated 
support for the cause but 
declared no commitment to spe- 
cific goals for reducing green- 
house emissions. 
"I think that the biggest disad- 
vantage is that Vice President 
Craft will be on his cell phone 
(during the discussions),' said 
Susan H. Murphy 73, vice presi- 
dent for student and academic 
services. 
Craft is returning to campus 
Tuesday, Murphy said, but there 
are no formal discussions 
planned between the administra- 
tion and the Cornell Greens after 
Monday. Murphy hoped that 
such discussions would not be 
necessary. 
"Hopefully we can find some 
resolution," Murphy said. 
Many students also hope that 
they will reach an agreement by 
Tuesday. 
"We understand what a chal- 
lenge it is for the University to do 
this. All of this commitment 
would be consistent with the 
University obligations for 
research, education and out- 
reach," Lind said. 
As Craft stated last week. 
University officials maintain their 
hesitation from a commitment to 
the Kyoto Protocol standards, 
because there are no guidelines 
for what the repercussions will 
be. 
Additionally, Henrik N. Dullea 
'61, vice president for University 
relations pointed out that the 
standards established in 1997 
were for nations, not for universi- 
ties. 
Also a cause of some hesitation 
are the extensive construction 
and renovation projects expected 
to take place in coming years. The 
implications of such projects with 
respect to carbon dioxide emis- 
sions are, as of yet, unknown. 
"Wetakec 
ly. Where we 
merit, we t 
are committing to,"XL 
Despite the limits 
standing of the [ 
that would follow fj 
ment to the Kyoto Protocol, 
Dullea would not rule out that 
decision as a viable one. 
Receive extra entry forms with purchase of 100% Pure Florida Oranges & Grapefruit 
Look for the Florida logo when choosing fresh fruit   
April 9-23 
No purchase necessary to enter. 
Entry forms are available at each dining center 
I3/2001 
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" BG SPORTS 
Baseball 
4/17 
At Oakland/ 2 p.m. 
4/18 
Host Wright State/ 3 p.m. 
4/20 
At Toledo/ 3 p.m. 
4/21 
*     Host Toledo (double header) / 
1 p.m. 
r     4/22 
At Toledo/2 p.m. 
t-  Men's tennis 
'.    4/18 
''    Host Wright State/ 3:30 p.m. 
;.    4/20 
At Ball State/ 1 p.m. 
.     4/21 
At Indiana State/ 2 p.m. 
Women's tennis 
4/20 
At Miami/1 p.m. 
4/21 
At Marshall/1 p.m. 
Men's tennis 
4/18 
Host Wright State/ 3:30 p.m. 
4/20 
At Ball State/ 1 p.m. 
'     4/21 
At Indiana State/ 2 p.m. 
Softball 
4/17 
At Akron (double header)/ 3 
p.m. 
4/20 
At Buffalo/ 3 p.m. 
4/21 
At Buffalo (double header)/ 
1 p.m. 
.  Track 
:   4/18 
HostTri-Meet/3 p.m. 
,    4/21 
At MAC Quad Series/ 11 a.m. 
Cooper pays 
back $2,000 
to Ohio State 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLUMBUS — Former Ohio 
State coach John Cooper paid 
back the university for $2,000 he 
claimed in expenses and apolo- 
gized for his "record-keeping 
errors." 
The university was investigat- 
ing Cooper's expense reports and 
had contacted the Franklin 
County prosecutor. 
"As far as we are concerned 
this very much brings this matter 
to a conclusion and we are 
pleased that we were able to 
work out with coach Cooper and 
his attorney a satisfactory out- 
come," Lee Tashjian, vice presi- 
dent of university relations, said 
Monday. 
"The most important thing is 
that the coach acknowledged 
there were .book keeping errors 
and he has offered his apologies," 
Tashjian said. "I am sure this 
could have been worked out in 
this manner back in February." 
"We regret it became a public 
matter in the media," he said. 
"Any kind of personal issue is 
best left between an employer 
and an employee." 
Cooper sent a letter to Ohio 
State President William E Kirwan 
on Friday along with a check for 
$2,000. 
"I accept complete responsi- 
bility for these mistakes, which 
were the result of neglectful 
record-keeping on my part," 
Cooper wrote. 
"I apologize to the university 
for my record-keeping errors. As 
you know, I faithfully served the 
best interests of the Ohio State 
University for 13 years and 
remain a loyal supporter of this 
institution." 
The university said it discov- 
ered the discrepancies in 
Cooper's December expense 
reports a day or two after he was 
fired on Ian. 2. 
University officials had said 
there was no correlation 
between the firing and the inves- 
tigation and that there was no 
attempt to discredit Cooper. 
Officials had said state law 
required them to notify the pros- 
ecutor any time financial dis- 
crepancies exceed $500. 
Cooper was paid more than 
$1.1 million a year to coach the 
Buckeyes arid last month 
received a $ 1.9 million buyout. 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY  J 
Falcons maintain first place 
By Erik Cassano 
SPORTS REPORTER 
After losing the first two games 
of this weekend's Mid-American 
Conference series at Marshall, 
Bowling Green head coach 
Danny Schmitz pulled his team 
aside to regroup. 
"We went down there looking 
for four |wins], so it was more of 
a mental victory," said pitcher 
Ryan Lindquist "We showed a 
lot of character coming back to 
win the last two." 
The Falcons swept Marshall 
last year. They were 37-8 all time 
against the Thundering Herd 
heading into the series, and had 
not lost to Marshall since 1970. 
BG's weekend got off to a 
shaky start even before they got 
off the bus. On the way down to 
Huntington. W. Va., the Falcons 
heard the news that senior pitch- 
er Craig Menke, the pitching 
staff's primary workhorse, would 
be shelved for an unspecified 
amount of time with tendinitis 
in his right elbow. 
Then they hit the field, and 
things went downhill even more. 
Despite a homer among three 
hits by Lee Morrison, the Falcon 
pitching staff could not keep 
Marshall off the board as the 
Herd mounted a six-run rally 
and BG lost 12-10. Marshall's 
lason Ricceri hit the decisive 
blow, a three-run homer in the 
eighth inning that clinched 
Marshall's first win over BG in 31 
years. 
"We got a good start out of 
Brett Baumgartner |Friday), but 
we had shaky relief pitching in 
the first two games," Lindquist 
said. 
Lee Morrison kept his hot 
streak going in the first game of 
Saturday's doubleheader, but the 
"When you're hot, 
you're hot. He just 
went up to the 
plate relaxed and 
everything he hit, 
he crushed." 
BG'S COREY LOOMIS ON TEAM- 
MATE LEE MORRISON'S SERIES 
AGAINST MARSHALL 
Falcons couldn't keep the Herd 
out of double figures in the run 
column again as BG lost 12-7. 
The hits just kept on coming for 
Morrison as he provided the cat- 
alyst to propel BG out of an 8-1 
hole with a three-run homer in 
the third inning and a two-run 
shot in the fifth to make it 8-6. 
The Herd answered with a four- 
run fifth that essentially put the 
game away. 
"When you're hot, you're hot," 
Corey Loomis said of Morrison's 
hitting "He just went up [to the 
plate] relaxed, and everything he 
hit, he crushed." 
Morrison and David Viane 
helped rum things around in the 
nightcap, a 15-7 win. Viane, BG's 
backup catcher, had three hits 
including a homer, and six RBI. 
His homer was a three-run shot 
in the third inning that knocked 
Marshall starter Rick Suter out of 
the game. Wane's homer fol- 
lowed back-to-back homers at 
the start of the inning by Kelly 
Hunt and Morrison. Morrison 
finished the doubleheader 6-for- 
8 with three homers and six RBI. 
Lefty Neil Schmitz started and 
got credit for BG's first win of the 
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BG victors at home 
Cold weather doesn't slow down the Softball team 
By Nick Hurm 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Bowling Green softball coach Leigh Ross-Shaw said 
in a previous interview that one of the reasons the 
season has been such a success for the Falcons was 
because her players were having fun out on the field. 
This was evident during yesterday's doubleheader 
against Detroit as the Falcons were bundled up in lay- 
ers of clothing doing their pregame warm-up routine 
in a wall of sleet while adding in a couple dance steps 
to Britney Spears smash hit "Hit mc Baby One More 
Tune." 
BG continued the fun by sweeping the Titans in 
non-conference play to improve to 19-14 overall on 
the season. The Falcons got instant offense early on to 
beat Detroit 6-2 in both games. 
"We were pumped for the game," senior second 
baseman Angje Domschot said. "Your enthusiasm 
isn't as much for a non-conference game than a MAC 
feame, but these are practice for our MAC schedule. 
We were confident we would win both games." 
In game one, BG got off to a fast start scoring three 
runs in the first with two outs. Angie Domschot drove 
in two RBIs with her triple to left field scoring her sis- 
ter Jen Domschot and Renee Rosmeier. Senior third 
baseman Lynsey Ebel followed with a double to left 
center scoring Angie Domschot 
The early run support was all that BG starting pitch- 
er Jesse Milosek needed. Milosek threw a complete 
game, giving up five hits and one earned run in the 
win. 
"When we came out in the first inning and scored 
those runs, it was a total confidence booster," Milosek 
said. I had no trouble from there. It's when you don't 
start scoring runs until late in the game that the pres- 
sure builds on a pitcher." 
BG bettered their total of three runs in the first in 
game one by scoring five times in the first inning of 
game two. The first five Falcon batters collected hits. 
"That's our game," BG coach Leigh Ross-Shaw said. 
"We got to come out early and attack. We have to take 
control of their pitchers. We did a good job of doing 
that againstJhem (Detroit]." 
Freshman Jody Johnson gave the second strong 
performance by a Falcon pitcher, a complete game 
five-hitter. Johnson improved to 2-2 on the year. 
Since it was a non-conference game and the 
Falcons took a commanding early lead in both games, 
Ross-Shaw brought in some of the players who usual- 
ly don't see a lot of action. 
Ross-Shaw was impressed by these players and 
said they all gave a solid performance. Freshman 
ValerieTipton smacked her first collegian hit in game 
two with a single to left field. 
"I felt confident with all of them out there," Angie 
Domschot said. "They all did a real nice job and 
worked hard to help us win." SLIDING IN: Junior firstbaseman Natalie Phillips slides into third base i 
second inning of game one against Detroit. Phillips would later score. 
Aisoclittd Prf » 
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LEGEND 
GONE: Jack 
Elway, (right) 
John's father, 
listens in to his 
son's retire- 
ment speech in 
May of 1999 
with John's wife 
Janet and their 
daughter 
Jordan. 
j5] Elway's father dies 
By John Mosflrtan 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DENVER — Jack Elway, the father of 
John Elway and an innovative college 
coach in the 1970s and '80s, has died at 
his home in Palm Springs, Calif., of an 
apparent heart attack. He was 69. 
John Elway, the retired Denver 
Broncos' quarterback, Dew to Palm 
Springs on Sunday to help his family 
make funeral arrangements. 
lack Elway died early Sunday morn- 
ing, according to Jim Saccomano, the 
Broncos' director of media relations. Jack 
Elway retired last year as the Broncos' 
director of pro scouting 
"A lot of people dont understand how 
close he (John Elway) and Jack were, 
even the people around him," Broncos 
owner Pat Bowlen said. 
John Elway considered his father to be 
his best friend. 
Men 
win both, 
women 
split over 
weekend 
By Erica Sambaccini 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Before the men's and, 
women's tennis team could 
go home and hunt for Easter] 
eggs they each had to com-j 
pete in two tough matches. . 
The women started off W 
traveling to Ypsilanti, Michi 
on Friday to take on Easterrj 
Michigan University. 
"We competed hard up 
there," said head coach 
Penny Dean. "They are a real' 
ly strong team." 
The Falcons started off on 
the right foot by winning th^ 
doubles point. Freshman 
Lisa Maloney and senior 
Erika Wasilewski teamed up 
to win the second doubles 
flight, while seniors Tracy 
Howitt and Meghan Rhodes 
won the third flight. 
"We won the doubles 
point, which we don't do very 
often," Dean said. 
Despite taking the early 
lead the Eagles came back 
and beat the Falcons in every 
singles flight to win the 
match 6-1. 
"We lost," Dean said. "But 
we found out that we can 
compete with them." 
Howitt had a close three set 
match in the sixth singles 
flight against the Eagles' 
Kendra Clark. After v^uining 
the first set 6-0 Howitt strug- 
gled with the last two losing 
by a close 7-5 margin in both 
sets. 
After losing to Eastern the 
Falcons traveled to Toledo on 
Saturday to take on the 
Rockets. 
"Overall it was a good 
match for us," Dean said. "It 
got us back on the winning 
track." 
The Brown and Orange 
came away from the Glass 
City with a 6-1 victory. 
The Falcons started the 
match off by winning the 
doubles point for the second 
time this weekend. 
"They're strong at the top," 
Dean said. "We had tough 
matches and were able to win 
those." 
The top three Falcon play- 
ers recorded victories. 
In the first singles flight 
Rhodes defeated the Rockets' 
Whitney Wasilewski in 
straight 6-2 sets, while 
Wasilewski also defeated the 
Rockets' Marivi Cuartin in 
straight sets. 
"Meghan, Abby and Erika 
had to be ready and compete 
hard," Dean said. "Abby 
Bratton had a really good 
weekend in singles." 
Senior Abby Bratton had a 
tough match against Toledo's 
Natalya Natyshak. She won 
the first set 7-5, lost the sec- 
ond in a tie breaker and came 
back to win the third 10-8. 
"Both matches (against 
Kalamazoo and Toledo] were 
closer than the scores 
appear," Dean said. "Had tie- 
breakers and third sets been 
turned around then the score 
could have gone the other 
way." 
The women are now 8-11 
overall and 4-3 in Mid- 
American Conference play. 
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BG TENNIS 
MEN: 17-8 overall, 3-1 in 
MAC. Most matches won 
since 1978-79. 
WOMEN: 8-11 overall, 4-3 
in MAC. 
LASTWEEKENO:Menwon 
both matches, women lost 
to Eastern but beat Toledo. 
i 
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Falcons win both 
TENNIS, FROM PAGE 11 
Men 
The men's tennis team won 7- 
0 last weekend for their fourth 
and fifth-straight shutout at 
home. 
"Since we lost to Western a 
few weeks ago we've won five 
straight 7-0 matches," said head 
coach lay Harris. "We looked ai 
ourselves a lot after that. We 
decided we have to get a lot 
tougher." 
And the men did get a lot 
tougher. They began their victo- 
ry dance by defeating 
Kalamazoo on Thursday. 
"It was really windy," Harris 
said. "We toughed it out" 
Kalamazoo has won seven 
NCAA Division HI national 
championships, which is more 
- than any other Division III pro- 
gram. They have also won 62 
Michigan Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association (MIAA) 
titles in a row, which is the 
longest streak by any team at 
any time (1936-present). The 
Hornets have an amazing 383-1 
record in the MIAA from 1935- 
2000. 
" Wfe really showed our tough- 
ness in the match," Harris said. 
junior VitekWild was the only 
Falcon to have to go to three 
sets. He won the first set 6-2, lost 
the second 4-6 and came back 
to win the third 7-5. 
"Vitek didnt do very well," 
Harris said. "But we have a 
motto with our team, 'It's not 
always how you start It's how 
you finish.' And he finished 
well." 
In the third singles flight 
sophomore Nicolas Lopez- 
Acevedo won the first set 6-3. He 
was halfway through the second 
set (3-4) when the Hornets' 
Frank Ruiz strained his Achilles 
tendon and had to forfeit the 
match. 
"Kalamazoo was a good win 
for us," Harris said. "But 
Northern was a bigger win." 
Saturday, the Falcons took on 
Northern Dlinois University at 
home. 
"We expected it to go to the 
wire," Harris said. "Northern 
played close with Ball State and 
Western." 
The Brawn and Orange lost 
their only match of the weekend 
in the number one doubles 
flight, but they came back to win 
both the second and third dou- 
bles (lights to win the doubles 
point. 
"We expected a close match," 
Harris said. "The doubles point 
was close, but after we won dou - 
bles the match was basically 
over." 
The Falcons went on to win all 
of the singles matches. 
Freshman Nick Moxley had 
the closest match against the 
Huskies' Aaron Forsberg. He lost 
the first set in a 7-9 tie-breaker, 
but came back to win the last 
two sets 6-4,6-0. 
With these two wins the 
Falcons improve to 17-8 overall 
and 3-1 in the MAC, which is the 
most matches BG has won in 22 
years. The 1978-79 season was 
the last time the Falcons won 
more than 16 matches when 
they had a 20-5 record. 
The Falcons have won six of 
their last seven matches, while 
five of their eight losses were to 
nationallv-ranked teams. 
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AN ARMY OF ONE 
IF YOU THINK A NIGHT 
IN A FOXHOLE IS TOUGH, 
TRY A LIFETIME IN A CUBICLE. 
The U.S. Army offers 212 different career opportunities 
in fields ranging from medicine, construction and law 
enforcement to accounting, engineering and intelligence. 
You'll be trained. Then you'll use those skills from the 
first day on the job. It's a great way to start moving in 
the direction you want to go. 
Find One of 212 Ways to Be A Soldier 
at G0ARMY.COM 
or call I-800-USA-ARMY. 
Contact your local recruiter, 
w     And we'll help you tind what's best lor you. 
GRADUATE AND PROFESS 
HOUSING 
t=J 
117 Lehman: One bedroom unfurnished I 
duplex. Double living room. Large kitchen, fro? 
porch, and a basement for storage. Gas heat.' 
^Resident pays utilities. Close to downtown. 
20.00 per month for a 12-month lease. 
Cat permitted. 
42 1/2 S. Main St.: One bedroom 
unfurnished upper apartment. Nice residential 
area. Laundry facilities. 
102 Ordway: One bedroom unfurnished apart- 
ment. Nice residential area. Resident pays all utiljj 
.ties. Laundry facilities on property. $380.001 
oth for a 12-month lease. Cat permit; 
N£M2YE^^532s.i 
mt#i,mtmmM        <on'yofTice) 352-5620 
Associated Press Photo 
51-YEAR LAPSE: Lee Bong-ju crosses the finish line after winning the 2001 Boston Marathon yesterday. Bong-ju broke Kenya's 10-year 
winning streak and brought the first title to South Korea in 51 years. Catherine Ndereba, from Kenya, won the women's division. 
Bong-ju, Ndereba win Boston 
By limmy Golen 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BOSTON — Lee Bong-ju of 
South Korea won the 105th 
Boston Marathon on Monday, 
snapping a 10-year victory streak 
for Kenya. 
Catherine Ndereba made sure 
the Kenyans weren't shut out, 
however, winning the women's 
race for the second consecutive 
year. 
Lee raised his Est to salute the 
crowd as he came down Boylston 
Street to finish in 2 hours, 9 min- 
utes, 43 seconds. Silvio Guerre of 
Ecuador was second. 24 seconds 
behind, and Kenya's Joshua 
Chelang'a came in third, 46 sec- 
onds behind the winner. 
Rod DeHaven, of Madison, 
Wis., was sixth in 2:12:41 — the 
first top 10 finish for an American 
since 1994. The United States, 
which hasn't had a Boston win- 
ner since Greg Meyer in 1983, 
placed two runners in the top 15 
and nine among the top 31. 
"Ill be back," said Josh Cox. of 
El Cajon, Calif., who led near the 
midpoint of the race before fin- 
ishing 14th. "And 1 think the 
Americans will, too." 
Italy's Gelindo Bordin, in 1990, 
was the last non-Kenyan to win 
the men's race. The last Korean to 
win was KeeYong-ham in 1950. 
"I knew I was running alone 
against many Kenyans, but the 
marathon is competing by your- 
self," Lee said. "I focused on com- 
peting by myself and not paying 
attention to the others." 
Lee stayed with the pack the 
entire race as it dwindled from 24 
at the half-marathon to a dozen 
and then to four by the time the 
runners came out of Heartbreak 
Hill, with Boston in their sights. It 
quickly became three: Lee, 
Chelang'a and Guerre. 
Chelang'a dropped off the 
pace in the 25th mile, just before 
Lee made his move on Guerre. "I 
was a little bit worried, because I 
was expecting my teammates to 
be with me. to assist," Chelang'a 
said. 
Rod DeHaven. of Madison. 
Wis.. was sixth in 2:12:41 — the 
first top 10 finish for an American 
since 1994. The United States, 
which hasn't had a Boston win- 
ner since Greg Meyer in 1983, 
placed two runners in the top 15 
and nine among the top 31. 
"I'll be back." said Josh Cox, of 
El Cajon, Calif., who led near the 
midpoint of the race before fin- 
ishing 14th. "And I think the 
Americans will, too." 
Ndereba finished in 2:23:53, 
almost three minutes ahead of 
Poland's Malgorzata Sobanska. 
LOOKING FOB A 
FLACF TO LIVE? 
T 
920 E. Wooster St. #3: Roomy two bedrooms 
furnished apartment. Across from Kohl Hall. FREE 
GAS HEAT, WATER, & SEWER. Resident pays 
electric only. Off street parking. $735.00 per month 
for a 12-month lease. $835.00 for a 9-month lease. 
1024 E. Wooster St. #REC RM: Two bedrooms 
furnished apartment. Walk to Campus. Private 
parking. ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE 
(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. FREE GAS HEAT, 
WATER. & SEWER. Resident pays electric only. 
$555.00 per month for a 12-month lease. 
It make^^w 
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VARSITY LANES 
WELCOME BACK 
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT 
Jai uory through May 
Who:       Any college student with college ID 
When:    Mondoy - Wednesday. 
9 00 - 11:00 p.m. 
Where:   Varsity Lanes     1033 S. Mom St 
Bowling Green OH   (352-5247) 
What:       ° hours of bowling & shoes, 
slice ol pizza >. 
& large pop .    ' 
Price:      Only $5.00 ^ 
pc person 
6\ drink special 
THANKYOUTOTHE 
FOLLOWING PARTICIPANTS 
IN GREEK GODS AND 
GODDESSES: 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
ALPHA PHI 
DELTA CHI 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
ALPHA OMICRON PI 
KAPPA DELTA 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
SIGMA LAMBDA GAMMA 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
PHI MU 
SIGMA CHI 
KAPPA ALPHA 
PI BETA PHI 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
LOVE. 
THE SISTERS OF 
DELTA ZETA 
J 
[f WO BeTT£R 
SH£LT£Rf 
i.    NEWIPVE 
'. Rentals 
320 Elm St. #E, G & H: Two bed- 
rooms completely furnished. FREE 
GAS HEAT, WATER, & SEWER. 
Lots of space and private parking 
lot. Walking distance to Campus. 
$520.00 for 2-3 person rate per 
month for a 12-month lease. 
$600.00 for 2-3 person rate for a 
9-month lease. 
• • ••*, 
£. www.newloverealty.com «02 S.Maln (Our only office) 352-5620 t$J ^ 
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Oakland up next 
BASEBALL FROM PAGE 11 
series, pushing his record lo 2-1. 
Sunday, as Easier raindrops 
sprinkled on the field, BG sprin- 
kled 22 hits on ihe Herd en route 
to a 15-6 win. Lee Morrison 
capped his explosive weekend 
with four hits and a solo homer, 
his fifth of the series. Aric 
Christman also had four hits, but 
Loomis had the best day of any 
Falcon at the plate, going 5-for-5 
with four singles and five runs 
scored. 
Keith Laughlin started for BG 
but left in the third inning with 
one out and the bases loaded, 
lindquist came on in relief and 
stranded all three Marshall run- 
ners. He went on to give up one 
run on four hits in 6 2/3 innings 
to get the win, pushing his record 
to 2-0. 
"My arm wasn't in the best 
shape, 1 couldn't throw my fast- 
ball very well," Lindquist said. 
"But my change and curve were 
working, Viane (starting at catch- 
er) called a great game, and the 
defense did great behind me." 
The Falcons are now 23-10 
overall, 11-4 in the MAC, and in 
first place, 2 1/2 games up on 
Marshall in the MAC's Eastern 
Division. 
Up next 
The Falcons travel to 
Rochester, Mich., to take on 
Oakland University today in a 
non-conference game. The first 
pitch is slated for 2 p.m. They will 
play host to Wright State in 
another non-conference game 
tomorrow at Steller Field, first 
pitch scheduled for 3 p.m. 
NBA star fined 
The Assoicated Press 
NEW YORK — Sacramento 
Kings guard lason Williams was 
fined $25,000 by the NBA on 
Monday for "inappropriate con- 
duct" directed at San Antonio 
fans Thursday night. 
Williams and several team- 
mates became the target of ver- 
bal abuse from several Spurs fans 
when they obscured the fans' 
view by standing on the baseline 
to watch the final minutes of 
Sacramento's victory over the 
Spurs. Williams apparently 
responded with profanity and at 
least one obscene gesture. 
"There is only so much you 
should have to take," Kings for- 
ward Art Long, who was nearby 
during the incident, told the 
Sacramento Bee "When the fans 
are taunting you, then what do 
you do?They are making gestures 
at lason that implied he was 
doing different drugs and cursing 
at us. How much do you have to 
take?" 
It's the fourth league discipli- 
nary incident within a year — 
and the second involving San 
Antonio fans. 
VISIT 
THE 
ART 
BUILDING 
THIS 
LIKE 
HAV- 
ING 
YOUR 
OWN 
MUSEUM 
ON 
CAMPUS. 
NEWS 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
The BG Nc*t -ill not knowinf I) accept *>i«" 
iiwmcnu tlvM dmnmiimf or nKOUfafC **■ 
(fuinrunod at ainsl any individual or f roup on 
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national onfin, tciual orientation diMbitii). 
Matin u a veteran. <■> on the bun of any other 
legally protected mrui 
The BG Ne-s reserve* (he nf ht to decline, dn 
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SIGMA KAPPA/PHI DELTA THETA 
HOMERUN DERBY! 
WHEN: TONIGHT! 
TIME:7-9PM 
WHERE:INTRAMURAL FIELD 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
(Ta-Zel Nicalri [iownTiiv.ilKG . '.v,-'v:. 
::■:.: !  '( 
Chocolat 
PCI3 
Nightly 5:007:159:31) 
m/BrnMnSm 
Sat 12 Midnight    R 
Personalize your 
Personal ad! 
Add a photo and fun 
artwork to any personal 
ad with a Display 
Personal. 
Only $15 or $20. 
Call 372-6977 or stop 
by 204 West Hall for 
details. 
Perfect for Birthdays, 
Congratulations, or just 
to surprise someone. 
It's Bursarable! 
Deadline 2 days in 
advance. 
GREEK 
TODAY'S EV€NTS 
• HOMIWIN DtRBY 
•GRKK OLYMPICS 
(laiTi'itiowiiKvzuiwi 
COM! 0U1 AND SUPPORT 
YOUR 1UMS AND tiRH 
SPIRIT POINTS! 
GOODllKKTOlVfRYONT 
PARTICIPATING! 
. x Come and see what if s Oil about!! © 
:■ © " © 
:© © 
♦ COMING IN MAY* 
ADULT VIDEO STAR SHANE 
■ Meet Sociology profeeeorsi 
■ Learn more about the Sociology Major 
• Meet Sociology Student*! 
• Learn about internship opportunities! 
What* Annual Meet the 
Faculty Dinner 
When: Tonight, April 17, 
at 6:00 pm 
Where: in the 8 o'clock dining 
room in Kreisher 
Quadrangle. 
Campus Events Wanted 
Gish Theater Wed.. April 18, 6 pm 
premiering Student Film "Little White 
Lies". Also displaying student art- 
work. Come & discuss Native Amen- 
can images in film. 
AUDITIONS 
University Performing Dancers 
2001-02 Company 
April II 
3:45-6 
222 Eppler North 
Open auditions for dancers 
Personals 
Chinese. Japanese & Russian 
at BGSU!!! 
Register now lor fall 
Pregnant? Get Tested 
Confidential, professional service. 
354-4673 BGPC 
Wood County Humane Society 
Cats and Dogs S55 each 
Call 352-7339 
Needed ASAP until August. 1-3 sub- 
leasers for large, nice 2 bdrm apt 
$575/month plus phone, electric, 
and cable Please call Andrea at 
352-9131 
Roommate wanted 2 bdrm Apt. own 
bdrm. Univ Village. S300/mo incl 
heat. May 2001 -May 2002 
Call Nicole or Lisa « 372-4253. 
Subleaser wanted tor summer effi- 
ciency across street from campus 
Call Heather at (740) 971-6195 
Needed-5 graduation tickets Will 
pay. 372-1580 
Summer Subleaser needed for 3 
bdrm. house, 1 1/2 blocks from cam- 
pus, Call for info Todd at 352-1791 
or Ten at 354-8004, pre! eves. 
Help Wanted 
Wanted 
1,2.or 3 subleasers needed May 19- 
AUQ. 19, with last payment due July 
20. House on 5th St. near S Col- 
lege. Call 352-1897 anytime or 
leave a message. 
Great summer house. 3-4 sublsrs 
needed May 14-Aug 15 A/C. own 
bdrm., 2 car garage. 
Call Brett or Brian 352-4136 
Male or female rmtes. needed. 4 
bdrm. house, close to downtown. 
$250 plus util. Call 373-6044. 
Clencal Assistant needed lor Con- 
tinuing Education to assist with tiling 
systems, record keeping, report 
generation, word processing, photo- 
copying, other duties as assigned. 
We're looking tor an individual who 
is a self-starter, motivated, and pos- 
sesses excellent organizational and 
communication skills to work in a 
team environment. Must be profi- 
cient in Word and Excel. This stu- 
dent position requires a high degree 
of accuracy and strong organization- 
al skills. Prior office experience pre- 
ferred. 12-15 hours weekly, 
$5.90/hr. Preference given to indi- 
viduals desinng employment longer 
than 2 semesters. Resume and two 
letters of recommendation required 
for interview. Call Mary, 372-8181 
for appointment Application dead- 
line April 23th. 
AX<I>  Alcfe AI<f>  AI* AI*  AI* AI*  AI* 
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi 
would like to congratulate the following 
New Members on their Initiation and 
that we look forward to welcoming 
them into the Mystic Circle. 
Shaun McClnnion 
Dong R.iline.T 
Ad.iin Combe 
Adam Barrirk 
Mall Bowles 
Slrve Davenport 
Joe Holzhauw 
Spring 2001. 
The Phoenix WiD Ever Hi-r Above The Rest! 
AI*  AI*  AI*  AI*  AI*  AI*  AI*  AI* 
Join Us... 
ice Horizons 
1001 
Friday, April 20 at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, April 21 at 1:30 p.m., 7:30 pm. 
Featuring U.S. National Competitors... 
Jennifer Kirk, Amber Czisny, 
Danielle Hartsell & Steve Hart sell (Saturday), 
Stephanie Kalesavich & Aaron Parchem (Friday) 
Tickets go on sale March 31, 2001 at the 
B.G.S.U. Ice Arena - All Reserved Seats $12.00 
Monday-Friday from 3-7 p.m. and 
Saturday from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Tickets may also be obtained by calling (419) 372-9200. 
Mastercard and Visa will be accepted. 
135 S Byrne Rd 
Toledo 531-0079 
ONE STOP SHOPPING! 
Leases available for 2001-2002 
Fox Run * Haven House Manor 
Piedmont • Blrchwood Place 
Mini Mall • Small Buildings 
Frontier Housing • Houses 
1& 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Ml rasldents receive a membership 
te Chemrwood HealtH Saal 
Indoor healed swimming pool.sauM.HydraSpe Whirlpool, compMe 
exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facWIr^ 
530 Maple • 352-9378   
Men-Ftl. 8-12,1-4:30. 
Sat 10-2—1 s 
Call For Action: 
Editors Wanted!! 
Applications now being accepted for the following positions: 
•Summer 2001 BG News Editor 
•Fall 2001 BG News Editor 
•2001-2002 Gavel Editor 
•2001-2002 Key Yearbook Editor 
•2001-2002 Miscellany Editor 
•2001-2002 Obsidian Editor 
Application 
forms may be 
picked up at 
204 West Hall. 
Deadline is 
Friday, April 20 
at 4 p.m. 
student, PUBLICATIONS 
I 
Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted For Sale For Rent 
-•Cleaning & Miscellaneous help 
needed starting May 14 for shod & 
long term. Call 353-0325. 
Advanced Specialty Products 
See full ad in BG News 
A4> HOUSE STEWARD NEEDED! 
Alpha Phi is looking for a House 
Steward tor Fall 20011 Great food & 
fun atmosphere. 
Call Neeley 372-5209. 
Don't be left out this summer! UPS 
is the place to be Start now & con- 
tinue this fall S6.50 to S9.50/hr. 3 
1/2-5 hr shifts, weekends & holi- 
days off + EARN & LEARN program 
where you are eligible for up to 
$23,000 for your college career. 
Speak with a UPS Rep On-Cam- 
pus this Wednesday, 1-4 at Student 
Employment, 300 Saddlemire Call 
2-9294 or stop by. 
Environment Jobs - A Poem 
Summer jobs are a Bummer 
Make a difference this summer. 
Make politicians take heed 
Fight corporate greed. 
Save our water and air 
For we have little to spare 
There's pollution in our rivers 
and ports. 
Join our campaign and get paid to 
save the planet m your shorts! 
M-F 2-11pm. S350-450/wk 
(419)255-6028 
Bartenders needed for weekend 
shifts 353-7176. 9-5 weekdays, ask 
for Larry. 
Fraternities * Sororities 
Clubs * Student Groups 
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this semester 
with the easy campusfundraiser.com 
three hour fundraising event. No 
sales required. Fundraising dates 
are filling quickly, so call today! Con- 
tact Campusfundraiser.com at (866) 
923-3238 or visit 
Great summer jobs $10-$12anhr. 
Work outside. Taking applications 
now. 1-888-277-9787 or www.colle- 
gepro.com. 
KITCHEN & SNACK BAR 
HELP WANTED 
Good pay & flexible hours. 
Full & part-time positions available. 
Line cook. S800/hr. 
Pantry Cook. $7.50/hr 
Dishwasher. S7.00/hr. 
Snack Bar Attendants, $7.50/hr. 
Plus Free Golf 
Apply at Brandywine Country Club 
6904 Salisbury Rd. 
Maumee, OH 
Lone Star Steakhouse & Saloon 
looking for upbeat, energetic, enthu- 
siastic servers. Come in & Apply in 
person at 5640 Airport Hgwy. 
Toledo. Ohio 
Looking For Summer Resort 
Employment? Apply Online at 
putinbaytaxicompany.com/ or 
Call 419-285-3030. 
Now hinng telephone interviewers 
$6.00/hr with a raise to $7.00 after 
30 days No selling involved. To ap- 
ply, stop in at 325 E Wooster. right 
across from Taco Bell. 
Gospel musician needed for church; 
pianist or organist Call 353-3499; 
Angle 
PAINTERS 
BG. Custom Painting Co. seeking 
Full-time painters & helpers 
352-2190 
Painters Needed 
Interior mostly. Experience helpful. 
Phone Don Butler. 352-2707; leave 
message. 
Painters Wanted. Have you painted 
for a student painting company or 
another company? We are looking 
for dependable, hardworking, & mo- 
tivated people. We are a yr, round 
company looking for summer help. If 
you have your own transportation & 
some experience call 419-882-0564 
tor an application. 
SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT-Metro- 
parks of the Toledo Area are looking 
for a qualified individual for the posi- 
tion of Deckhand Interpreter for the 
Historical Canal Boat located at 
Providence Metropark. $8.50 per hr. 
Apply at the Administrative office. 
Wildwood Metropark, 5100 W. Cen- 
tral Ave., Monday through Fnday, 
8:30 a.m. to noon & 2 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Resume required EOE/AA. 
Start your career this 
Summer & continue 
during the school year. Get summer 
classes paid for weekends. & 
holidays off. 
UPS will be on campus 
TODAY from 2-4 
Ask about great wages & the 
UPS Earn & Learn Program 
Drop in to 300 Saddlemire 
JOHNNEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
Rental Office 
319 E. Wooster St. 
Rentals available 
for summer and 
fall.   Stop by for 
our full listing. 
354-2260 
The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community 
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet 
Look ma, no wires! 
One tangible outgrowth of the 
technology infrastructure project is set for 
unveiling as a pilot project during the fall 
semester. 
Students in General Studies Writing 
(English 110,111 and 112) and other 
English courses will get their first exposure 
to wireless computing via 24 iBook 
laptops which will be stored on a cart. 
S\ 
V 
iBook 
by Macintosh 
The laptops will be made available to 
each section of English classes and writing 
students four or five times per semester. A 
classroom in Olscamp Hall will be targeted 
and transformed into the primary class- 
room used by the English classes that will 
be using the wireless technology. 
With screen-sharing software, popular 
academic software and individual server 
storage for each participant in the wireless 
pilot project, the laptop computers should 
provide in-class computer usability to 
4,000 or more students per semester. 
Student writers and their instructors 
stand to benefit in several ways from the 
availability of wireless computers in class. 
In the research-intensive English 112, the 
benefits are even more pronounced. In the 
most basic sense, the availability of a 
wireless laptop classroom will offer more 
than double the opportunity for English 
and English Composition students to use 
computers in their in-class activities. Also, 
wireless laptops are much more support- 
ive of the collaborative, workshop environ- 
ment typical in writing classes than the 
physically isolating, fixed computers of 
conventional labs and wired classrooms. 
The project is a collaborative effort 
among the English department, Informa- 
tion Technology Services and Instructional 
Media Services. Representatives of these 
areas have worked together to address 
issues such as hardware and software 
selection, physical and network security, 
hardware and data storage, training, and 
deployment of the equipment. 
Training is required for faculty before 
they use the wireless technology with a 
class.Training sessions will begin with 
information regarding general use of the 
equipment and software, and will progress 
to include instruction on appropriate 
integration of various software packages 
throughout the English curriculum. 
English faculty are scheduled to begin 
training on the use of the hardware and 
software during the last few weeks of this 
semester. 
The successful use of wireless technol- 
ogy is an enhancement of the capability of 
a successfully wired infrastructure. 
Wireless applications, including the 
classroom-on-a-cart pilot project as well as 
Jerome Library's existing laptop loan 
project and wireless Student Technology 
Center, are being built upon the founda- 
tion of a faster, more reliable wired 
network—BGsupernet. 
BGSU 
SUMMER 2001 
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS 
Island Bike Rental, Inc. is looking for 
energetic, enthusiastic students to 
work at bike/golf can rental. Com- 
petitive wages, year-end bonus. 
Housing Avail. Call 419-285-2016. 
Summer employment-babysitting in 
my BG borne, lull-time days, M-F, 
must love sports & outdoor activi- 
ties Own trans, req'd, call after 6, 
352-4286 
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES 
Prescription & non-prescription. 
Ray-ban, Gargoyles. & Serongoti. 
also avail. John T. Archer & Associ- 
ates. 1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502 
For Rent 
For Sale 
"Apartments, and Rooms 
630 N. Summit Apartments, $560/ 
mo. 
309 1/2 E Merry, rooms $220 a 
month, includes utilities, male stu- 
dents. 
Also Summer Rentals Only 
Call 353-0325 
1990 Honda Accord EX Power ev- 
erything, keyless entry. 140,000 
miles. S4000. Call 352-6939 
1996 Plymouth Neon Sport. 86K 
miles, must sell $4700 obo. 
Call 823-7018 or 353-6043. 
1996 Red 2 dr. Ford Aspire Excell 
cond. $3800. 63.000. Firas, 372- 
2279 or 266-1268.  
1999 Honda Civic EX. Silver, 
30,000, 5 spd., Alloy wheels, Spoil- 
er, 2 dr., upgraded stereo & more 
SI3.900 -OBO. 352-6484. 
2000 Honda Four Track 400. Ex. 
mint condition. Jet kit, K & N filter, 
Ignition advances & Renthal Race 
Handlebars $4800 obo 265-1962 
Beds, couches, end tables, 
& dressers for sale 
 354-2337  
HONDAS FROM $500! Police im- 
I pounds and tax repos! For listings 1 - 
1800-719-3001 ext4558 
1 bdrm. apt across from campus 
Avail. June 1st, 1 yr. lease. 
$350/mo . utilities Call 419-897- 
5997 
12 month leases starling 
May 19.2001: 
226 N Enterprise »B-1 t Br.-I per- 
son-$425 . util 
230 N Enterprise »C-1 Br.-1 per- 
son-$360 • util. 
322 E. Court »2-1 Br.-1 person-$405 
mcl. all util. 
402 1/2 E Court-1 Br.-1 person- 
$330 ♦ util. 
605 5th «C-2 Br -2 person-$400 . 
util. 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710 
2 bedroom apt. for sublease. Avail. 
Aug. 2001. close to campus 2 full 
balh. AC. dishwasher. $565 00/mth 
353-8435. 
3 bedroom apartment (House) May- 
August $840 a month, NO utilities. 
216 Manville towerfest 353-0309 
3-4 BR house, country setting, city 
services. W/D. grad /prof.. 
$1000/mo.. Call 354-6036 
4 room upstairs apt close to down- 
town avail, now. grad. students pre- 
ferred. Call 352-5822 
719 Fourth, 3 bdrms.. 1 bath, $650 
mo. plus util Avail. May 16. 
353-0494 
723 Fourth, 3 bdrm , 2 bath Avail 
May 17 $800 mo plus util 
353-0494 
Apartment for Summer 
1 bedroom, close to campus on 
Manville $350 ♦ utilities May-July. 
Call 353-0941 
Available August 15 1 bdrm apt. 
Close to campus. $300/month. Call 
686-4651. 
Available August 15 2 bdrm. apt. 
Close to campus Call 686-4651. 
Available August 15. Efficiency 
close to campus. $250/month. Call 
6864651. 
Cheap 2 bdrm. apartment. Vary spa- 
cious, very clean, & fully furnished, 
$5007mo » elec, subleasers need- 
ed immediately for 12 mo. or 9 1/2 
mo lease Call today 372-1951. 
For rent-1 bedroom house. 316 
Ridge (rear) $350/monfh. Call 354- 
2854. 
For Rent-3 bdrm. apartment. 2 sub- 
leasers needed to share one room. 
$165.00 ♦ utils. per mo. If interested 
call 372-3233 & ask for Missy, or 
Call 372-1235 & ask lor Rodney. 
House lor Rent 
3 B.R., 1 bath. kitchen-L/R-D/R. 2 
car garage. $750/monthly plus utilit- 
ies. Bultonwood Avenue. Call Dick 
354-8802. 7:00pm. 4 30pm, 287- 
4649 after 5 00pm 
Houses. 1, 2, & 3 bdrm. apts. begin- 
ning May '01. 9 & 12 mo. leases. 
352-7454 
Prefer grad. student/adult/prof / Two 
bdrm. house, quiet, washer/dryer 
$550 plus util Avail May 1  352- 
6847, ask lor Allen 
Subleasers needed, 3 bdrm. house 
May - ? $625/mo. 
354-2337 
Two bedroom, furnished or unfur- 
nished apartments. 724 6th St. & 
705 7lh St $525 per month school 
year lease. $460 per month full year 
lease 354-0914 
Bowling Green Pain Clinic 
Medical and Chiropractic Services 
J.L. Smith M.D.   Patrick O'Shea D.C. 
* Back, neck, and limb pain    • Headaches 
• Sports injuries • General practice 
1072 N. Main 
Immediate Appointments 354-6166 
"CALIFORNIA WHITE1 
•Chicken 
Failta | 
•Broccoli 
•fllmonds ' 
($10.00) I 
Ffe* Dclitrry I 
3S2-SI&6 ■ 
Coupon 203 N. M.ir,   B.C. _ 
bfim   /■ V M 
viyoi ' * 
House 
for Rent 
202 Palmer Ave. 
4 Bedrooms 
V" Car Garage 
$1,100/Mo ♦ 
Utilities 
Call 353-5800 
AfEt^A 
(HIGHLAND' 
MANAGEMENT 
I30fc Washington Street. Bowling Green 
354-6036 
www w c n»t org/ - Nghtartcl 
ATTENTION 
GRAD STUDENTS! 
Jay-Mar Apartments 
803-815 8tr> St 
2 bedroom-$47S/mo -12 mo. lease 
Some remodeled 
$550/mo.-l2 mo. lease 
Laundry faculties on-slfe 
♦Air/heal 
The Highland! 
220 Napoleon Rd 
One bedroom laundry (acuities 
in Hdg. ale, quet 
From $J9S/month 
The Homesleod- 
Graduafe Housing 
One and two bedroom. A/G 
on-srte laundry, ceramic We, 
soundproof construction skylights 
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings 
From $510/month -12 month lease 
14354 West Poe 
3* bedrooms, rural settng 
W/D. city services 
^$1000/monlh -12 month lease 
ATTENTION 
SENIORS: 
self employment 
unlimited income 
extensive training 
Does any of this 
interest you? 
Join one of NW Ohio & SE 
Michigan's lop real estate 
firms  Contact Joe DiSalle at 
419-866-5900 or e-mail at 
disalkjdljr'prodigy.net 
Will interview 
students of any major. 
iSolle 
the home team! 
I 12 Orfees Serving 0f» A Southern Michigan 
' - Spring Into teasing ' 
at (Jreenbriar   ,.v 
****** 
GftllNSUAIt, IMC. ^»—..V      ' 
224 & Wooster 
Hurry In Today! 
WCkCOMC BACK TO 
ANOTHER VCCK OF 
CLASSCSm 
BUCKEYE 
SELF - STORAGE 
• Near Campus 
• Low Rates 
• Open 24 Hours 
• Summer Leases 
• Clean 
• Many Sizes 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
Summer 
Storage! 
Call Today to 
Reserve Unit: 
Management Inc. 
2001/2002 
Openings And Now 
Doing Summer 
Leasing 
AfE^CA 
Management Inc. 
Ilillsdak Apis. 1082 Fair view. 
I Bdrms & 2 Bdrms. 
Air condition/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm 
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Studios & Large 1 Bdrms. 
Laundry on site 
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
I Iriii/siii Apis. 710 N. Enterprise 
BRAND NEW/ONLY A FEW LEFT 
Bdrms/Air Condition 
Dishwashcr/Garbagc Disposal 
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800 
AIEKCA 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apis. 830 Fourth St. 
I bdrms /Air Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Stop by our office at 
1045 N. Main St 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800. 
v»ww.wcnetor£/-mecca 
